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INTRODUCTION 

Lestrade (1949) has already stated that the African people themselves regard 

traditional praise poems as the highest form of +heir literary art. Scholars such as 

Goma (1967), Kunene (1971) and Swanepoel (1983) have already highlighted 

some aspects concerning the "literariness" of Soho di+hoko ha marena. 

In this study, an a-Ftempt is made to highlight some of the literary features of 

di+hoko within the literary framework established by the Russian Formalists almost 

a century ago. Focus is placed on the devices used by the traditional composer 

to create poetic' language, which is different from everyday communicative 

language. 

In the s+udy an important vehicle used by traditional composers to create 

- literariness namely the application of allusion to violate normal language usage is 

investigated. The interaction between +he so-called narrative lines in di+hoko and 

events alluded to in the poems is discussed. Allusion and traditional beliefs are 

also focused on. The function of poetic devices such as metaphorical language, 

symbols and poetic diction is also investigated within the framework of the 

Formalists. 

V 



CHAPTER 1 

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE RI  ECCIAN  FORMALISTS THEORY 

AND ITS RELEVANCE TO TRADITIONAL SOTHO POETRY 

1. FORMALISM: ORIGIN OF THEORY 

Russian Formalism as a literary theory was created in and around 1914 by scholars 

such as Eichenbaum, Shklovsky, Tomashevsky and others. Although emphasis 

originally fell on individual contributions, it is essential to view their contributions as 

a collective effort to establish a coherent theoretical basis for literary studies. It 

emanated from the appearance of Victor Shklovsky's essay on Futurist poetry 

entitled 'The resurrection of +he word". The external political pressure of Stalin's 

government resulted in the diminishment of the movement in the 1940's. 

Russian Formalism focuses on the work of art itself and rejects the use of a 

biographical, psychological, or sociological explanation of literature. It develops 

highly ingenious methods of analysing works of literature on -their own terms. The 

Russian Formalist School passed a number of successive stages from 1914 to 

1930. If should be noted that the basic aspects of the Formalist Doctrine were 

epitomised in the most mature and rigorous statements of Russian Formalism 

(Erlich, 1955: 170). 

The starting point of Russian Formalist theorising was the search for the 

differential language of literature. Veselovskij's work on +he methodology of 

literary research was characterised by the attempt to establish literary history as a 
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distinct intellectual discipline, with closely defined aims and methods. In order to 

achieve this, he continually al-temp-fed to answer the question: What is literature? 

The Formalist theoreticians largely abandoned the genealogical implications in 

Veselovskij's formulations. Veselovskij, however, studied the objective structure 

of the literary work rather than The psychic processes underlying it, thus, 

dispensing with creative genius as a factor in literature. 

Veselovskij sough+ the cause of change either in the dynamics of poetic forms or 

in extralinguistic determinants, for example sociopsychological processes. The 

latter, however, was the only course open to Veselovskij, as the former implied a 

concept which was completely foreign to his methodology - that of a work of art 

as a structure sui generis with its own law of integration. If was the ideal of 

literary theorists, more alive to the inner dynamics of literature, to pursue some of 

the crucial insights suggested by his invaluable studies even further (Pretorius, 

1998: Unpublished class notes). 

The Russian Formalists were influential, critical and theoretical in approach. Their 

regard was not for morals or history, but for techniques and devices of 

transforming the given work into a work of art. They were more interested in the 

literariness and not in literature as such. The development of the Formalist 

literary theory was originally based on poetry as a literary genre. 

The literary work as an art form is mostly highlighted by Formalists in poetry. They 

regard poetry as a practical language that constitutes the main automatised 

element made strange by art. "In ordinary language a word is pronounced 

automatically like a chocolate bar which is tossed out of an automatic machine but 

the effect of poetry is to make language "oblique', "difficult" "attenuated", and 

'tortuous-  (Jefferson and Robey 1986:27). 
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2. WHAT IS POETRY? 

Poetry is defined as the 'art of the poet' and a poet is defined as 'the author of 

a poem' whilst a poem is regarded as being 'a composition of high beauty of 

thought or language and artistic form, typically, but not necessarily in verse" 

(Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary). Furthermore, as poetry is a form of 

art, art is defined as "practical skill, or its application, guided by principles: human 

skill and agency (opp. to nature)." As gaiho traditional poetry is mere 

conventions and not declared by nature, its laws can be breached - art cannot be 

streamlined into any single rigid pattern. 

The Russian Formalists drew a clear distinction between poetic language and 

ordinary or communicative language. They associated ordinary language with 

automatised language which has the basic function to communicate and which is 

governed by literal interpretation and understanding. 

Poetic language on the other hand is marked by literariness, which is generated 

by an estrangement or defamiliarisation of ordinary communicative language. 

Everyday language is thus "de-automatised" to create literariness The purpose of 

poetic language is not to "communicate" but as a work of art, it serves to create 

an effect. Due to the process of "making strange" the immediate perception of 

poetic language is lengthened or extended. According to the Formalists, imagery, 

idiomatic language, allusion, rhythm and sound are according to Me Formalists the 

most important devices which, when applied, cause an estrangement of ordinary 

communicative language. To them the artfulness of the object is important rather 

that the object itself. 
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Poetry is characterised by +he introduction of new devices for the arrangement 

and processing of verbal material. A poetic image is only one of the means of 

intensifying the impression. Poetic devices such as simple and negative 

parallelism, the simile, repetition, symmetry, allusion and hyperbole intensify the 

impression. All of +hese devices enhance the immediate experience of an object 

or a word. Poetry exemplifies economy. Devices like imagery aim to destroy the 

tendency towards habituation and serve to lengthen and intensify the process of 

perception. 

According to (Jefferson and Robey 1986:28) "poetic speech does not differ from 

ordinary speech just because if may include constructions or vocabulary not found 

in everyday language usage but because its formal devices (such as rhyme and 

rhythm) act on ordinary words to renew our perception of them, and of +heir 

sound texture in particular." 

Jakobson says in poetry the "communicative function" which predominates in 

practical and emotional language is reduced to a minimum. One perceives 

contemporary poetry against the background of the prevailing poetic tradition, as 

with that of practical language. As pointed out by Jefferson in (Jefferson and 

Robey 1986:28) that for the Formalists, then, the business of literary studies was, 

to analyse the differences implied in the opposition between practical and poetic 

language, relying on the concept of defamiliarisation to bring those differences 

into focus. 

Tynjanov observed that the word in poetry appears to belong to two series (rjad), 

namely +hat" of rhythm and that of meaning. Both rhythm and semantics play a 

role in the selection of words in poetry. Successiveness (sukcessivno+) of 

poetic-al speech and the dynamic role of the word in the poem, the unity and 
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tension of the poetic series contribute to the difference in structure between the 

respective vocabularies of poetry and prose. 

The position of the word in a line of poetry may have more of a semantic effect 

than in prose. A relationship comes into being between words based on their 

[successive] position. This may result not only in a specific colouration of the 

word, but even in a shift of meaning. A verse is born from the need to 

concentrate attention on the word, to look at it, to play with it. The appreciation 

of the technical aspects of the verse seemed to be intoxicating to the wife of 

one of the scholars. She was fascinated by the group that came to her home for 

discussions. They always looked excited at the prospect of discussing +heir 

verses, which were dull to other onlookers (Erlich, 1969: 66-69). 

3. STANDARD LANGUAGE AND POETIC LANGUAGE 

The carnival idea, - where people make themselves look strange, Bakhtin's 

approach was one notion which could have been applied when their appearance 

underwent radical change under certain circumstances. This idea will be discussed 

in conjunction with poems later in the study. Formalism was also a step in the 

direction of other approaches. It is a down-to-earth approach concentrating not 

on the unseen things but on actual techniques. It makes the writer more unaware 

of the devices in order to expand creativity. On the negative side, it does not 

give access to contextual dimensions, as it displays a nearly total disregard for 

historical and social concerns. One of the formalist scholars, Shklovsky, felt that 

poetic language should not be ordinary. According to him, it was be tter to resort 

to a non-linguistic means to transform the work of art, into art. Thus the work 
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would be more unique and extraordinary - this brings about defamiliarisation, which 

is opposed to automatisation as cited by (Jefferson and Robey 1986:29) that "Art 

as technique" and "device as sole hero" are principles which the development of 

the opposition between automatisation and defamiliarisation gradually altered and 

refined. 

In his essay "Standard language and poetic language" (1976), MukaPovsky, a 

member of the Linguistic Circle of Prague, characterised poetic (that is, literary) 

language as an aesthetically purposeful distortion or violation of standard 

language. The violation occurs systematically. According to (MukaPovsky 

1976:17), poetic language has at its disposal with regard to lexicon, syntax, 

etcetera, all the forms of the given language (often of different developmental 

phases thereof) which disqualifies poetic language from being a brand of the 

standard. There, however, exists a close connection between the two in that the 

standard language is the background against which the aesthetically purposeful 

violation of the linguistic component of the work is reflected. 

To the Formalists, "poetic language" was their object of research. Poetic 

language could not be likened to a poetic work or its construction. Because 

poetic language was their object of research, it was imperative that they defined 

components of the poetic construction in order that they could be able to 

practically implement research on "poetic language". Literary devices were the 

motives for analysing a poem based on poetic language. 

The differences in the use of language in poetry and prose narrative were 

essential to the Formalists. The difference in the construction of poetry and 

narrative is the consequence of the devices used by Formalists and thus they 

were able to classify and differentiate between the two genres. Poetry and 

narrative are constructed from quite different "dominant" or genre makers. 
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Because poetry was the starting point for the Formalists' literary theory, it 

therefore was categorised in the differential definition of literariness. According to 

Jakobson, poetry is organised violence committed on ordinary speech and the 

Formalists' work covers three main areas where the violence is carried out 

(Jefferson and Robey 1986:37). 

First, poetry is "speech organised in its entire phonic texture" (Erlich 1955:212). 

'The Formalists maintained that there are a variety of devices in poetry which have 

the effect of roughening or impeding pronunciation" (Jefferson and Robey 

1986:37) cites (Shklovsky 1965:19) who reveals that +here is a marked presence 

in poetry of hard to pronounce conglomerations of similar sounds. Because 

poetry is written differently from ordinary language, it thus impedes the sound 

texture of words as compared to ordinary language (Jefferson and Robey 1986: 

37). 

Second, the tension between syntax and rhythm is a result of violating the laws 

of rhythm in poetry. The tension between syntax, which determines it in ordinary 

language and rhythm, which constitutes a second determining principle in poetry is 

fully comprehended by • not overlooking the role of either principle at the 

understanding of the two principles. Brik (1978:124) maintains that to ignore the 

constraints of poetry would be to destroy the poetic line as a specific verbal 

structure based on +hose facets of the word, which retreat into the background in 

ordinary speech. According to the Formalists, the emphasis is not on the poetry 

itself, but on the difference between poetry and ordinary language (Jefferson and 

Robey 1986:38). 

Third, the role of the connotative meaning is also violated in poetry. "Poetry 

differs from ordinary language in that i+ activates secondary or collateral meanings 

of a word simultaneously as a strategy, which would disrupt ordinary 
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communication." (Jefferson and Robey 1986:38). In poetry words taken from 

ordinary language, acquire "a new aura of meaning." (Eikhenbaum, 1965: 129). 

According to the Formalists' theory, the devices of poetry are studied not for 

themselves but in cognisance of their defamiliarising capacity. Poetic devices 

such as images, the hyperbole, parallelism, satire etcetera are all potentially equally 

effective in committing poetic violence on ordinary language. According to the 

Formalists, literary history encompasses a distinction between automatised and 

perceptible language form within literature itself, thus differential elements in 

literary history distinguishes it quite radically from previous accounts of the 

historical dimensions in literature (Jefferson and Robey 1986:38-39). 

4. LITERARINESS 

Literariness is a product of the -deformation of the canonised or automatised 

elements, in other words of precisely +hose factors that constitute- a tradition. 

Form is made perceptible against a background of existing literary form and the 

function of a device is determined not only by the structural hierarchy of a 

particular work, but by its place within the literary system as a whole. The 

principle of defamiliarisafion simultaneously undoes the idea of tradition and 

reintroduces a historical dimension in the relationship between individual literary 

device and the overall system. Discontinuity replaces continuity as the basis of 

historical progression. The fact that the specific of literary science is constituted 

by literariness means that a historical dimension is inevitably brought into play. In 

contras+ bath to the genetically based view of literary history which tends to 

ignore questions of form, and to other formally based approaches which tend to 
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ignore history, the Russian Formalists' view is that it is history itself which allows 

the specificity of literature to be established (Jefferson and Robey 1986:41). 

The Formalists' technical focus led +hem +o treat literature as a special use of 

language, which achieves its distinctness by deviating from and distorting 

'practical" language. Practical language is used for acts of communication, while 

literary language has no practical function at all and simply makes us interpret 

verbal utterances differently. One might easily apply this to a writer such as 

Gerard Manly Hopkins, whose language is "difficult" in a way that draws attention 

to itself as "literary", but it is also easy to show that +here is no intrinsically literary 

language. Opening Hardy's Under the Greenwood Tree at random, we read the 

exchange "How long will you be" "Not long. Do wait and talk to me." There is 

absolutely no linguistic reason to regard the words as 'literary'. We read +hem as 

literary rather than as an act of communication only because we read them in what 

one takes to be a literary work. As we shall see, Tynyanov and others develop a 

more dynamic view of 'literariness' that avoids this problem (Se!den 1993:30). 

The notion of literariness emanated from the fact that the Formalists did not pay 

attention_ to individual literary works or authors but that they placed emphasis on 

literary studies. Literariness is one of the essential central features of the 

Formalist Theory which evolved around the establishment of the notion of 

illiterariness and to give some kind of scientific status to the study of literature. 

Jakobson (O'toole and .Chukman 1977:17) highlighted the fact that the subject of 

literary science is not literature work. "Literariness is a feature not just of form as 

impeded speech, but more importantly, of impeded form." (Jeffers'on and Robey 

1986:29). 

Makaryk (1993:53) cited the fact that the Formalists turned to poetry in their first 

attempts to define "literariness - , focussing +heir attention on the differences 
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between poetic and practical language. He further argued that everyday language 

aims at efficient communication through references to ideas and objects, whereas 

poetic language draws attention to its own texture rather than to the objects or 

concepts which the words present. He drew attention to defamiliarisation as 

based on opposition between habitual response and a new perception between a 

mechanical recognition and a new awareness of things His argument was that 

defamiliarisation makes objects unfamiliar and strange and increases the difficulty 

and length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in 

itself and must be prolonged. 

Poetry was the starting point for Formalist literary theory, and i+ lent itself in a very 

obvious way to the differential definition of literariness. Poetry, says Jakobson in 

(Jefferson and Robey 1986:37) is "organised violence committed on ordinary 

speech." 'The Formalists did not isolate the construction of the poetic work as the 

primary object of study". They made "poetic language" the specific object of 

their research. 

The artist aims to describe things without mentioning their proper names„ as if 

they were seen for the first time (for example war through the eyes of horse) - an 

object is transferred from the sphere of its usual perception to that of a new 

perception which results in a particular semantic shift. 

The Formalists, who were alive to literary affinities (Erlich, 1955:226), gave rise to 

the tendency to equate literature with "literariness" (+hat which makes a work into 

a work of art), to reduce art +o its distinguishing feature. Russian Formalism at its 

best was or tended to be Structuralism, furthermore in many crucial areas the—

Prague Linguistic Circle merely expanded the Formalist insights.- Whereas the 

Formalist (Erlich, 1955:172-173) sough+ to extricate poetry from the poet, stating 

that art is a self-contained, "temperament"' or "psychology" (Eichenbaum, 1965); 
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the Structuralist critic would emphasise the fact that there is no "direct causal 

relation to life", instead of denying the link between the work and "experience". 

5. AUTOMATISATION AND FOREGROUNDING 

Foregrounding is the opposite of automatisation, in other words, it is the de -

automatisation of an act. In a social situation the more an ad is automatised, the 

less it is consciously performed, whilst the more an act is foregrounded, the more 

completely conscious does it become. 

Conversation provides examples of automatisation and foregrounding: all 

conventional conversational devices are naturally automatised, but to boost the 

conversation and to create surprise (or wonderment), foregrounded units are used. 

Examples of such units are linguistic devices that are uncommon in everyday 

speech, or are used with an unusual semantic connotation, or in an uncommon 

context (content is not considered). These can, according to fashion, be either 

the devices of poetic language or of slang, other devices, or even scientific 

language. A change in literary taste can be characterised as the gradual 

automatisation of linguistic elements that were previously foregrounded in a literary 

text, and the (possibly sudden) deautomatisation and foregrounding of the other 

linguistic elements (Pretorius, 1998: Unpublished Class Notes). 

In "Art as Technique "  Shklovsky in (Se!den 1993:31), made it clear that the 

purpose of art is to impact the sensation of things as they are perceived, and not 

as they are known. The technique of -art is to make objects ' unfamiliar ' , to make 
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forms difficult, to increase +he difficulty and length of perception, because the 

process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. 

"Art is a way of experiencing The artfulness of an objec+: The objec+ itself is 

no+ important" 

In his monograph on Sterne's Tristram Shandy, Shklovsky drew a-Hention to the 

ways in which familiar actions are defamiliarised by being slowed down, drawn out 

or interrupted. This technique of delaying and protracting actions makes one 

attend to them, so that familiar sights and movements cease to be perceived 

automatically and are thus idefamiliarised'. Mr Shandy, lying despondently on his 

bed after hearing of his son Tristram's broken nose, might have been described 

conventionally One lay mournfully upon his bed"), but Sterne chose to 

defamiliarise Mr Shandy's posture as follows: 

•_ — 

'The palm of his right hand, as he fell upon the bed, receiving his forehead, and 

covering The greatest par+ of both his eyes, gently sunk down with his head (his 

elbow giving way backwards) fill his nose +ouch'd the quilt; - his left arm hung 

insensible over The side of The bed, his knuckle reclining upon The handle of the 

chamber pal? 

The example is interesting because if illustrates how often defamiliarisation affects 

not a perception as such but merely the presentation of a perception (Se!den 

1993:32-33). 

In poetic language, foregrounding achieves maximum intensity to the extent that it 

pushes communication as the objective of expression and of being used for its 

own sake into the background. How is this maximum foregrounding attained in 

poetic language? It is practically impossible to foreground all components, this is 

also unthinkable as the foregrounding of a component implies that a unit is being 
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placed in the foreground, which can only be observed when there is another 

contrastive unit or units in the background. If all units were simultaneously 

foregrounded, a new automatisation would appear. The quantity of foregrounded 

components is therefore not responsible for the maximising of foregrounding in 

the poetic language. The researcher of poetic language should rather focus on 

the consistent and systematic nature of foregrounding. 

Consistency is seen in the fact that the reshaping of the foregrounded 

components within a given work occurs in a stable direction, therefore, the de-

automatisation of meaning in a certain work is consistently carried out by lexical 

selection, in another it could be carried out, equally consistently, by an uncommon 

semantic relationship of words close together in the context. In both instances 

meaning is foregrounded, but each in a different manner. Systematic 

foregrounding of components in a work of poetry entails a gradation of the 

interrelationships of the components, that is, in their mutual subordination and 

superordination. The component that is the highest in the hierarchy becomes the 

dominant while other components, whether foregrounded or not, as well as their 

various interrelationships, are evaluated with regard to the dominant component 

(Pre+orius, 1998: Unpublished Class Notes). 

6. POETICS 

Poetics (Jakobson, 1968:350) deals mainly with the question: What makes a 

verbal message a work of art? He fully emphasised that the Prague concept of 

aesthetic structure as a dynamic 'system of signs' was foreshadowed by 

Tynjanov's (1967) notion Of 'system'. Jakobson postulated the orientation towards 
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the sign rather than toward the referent as the differentia of poetry. "The function 

of poetry is to point out that The sign is not identical with its referent, which is 

especially pronounced in the case of a poetic neologism, which has no denotative 

or referential value, as it does not point to any recognisable element of extra 

linguistic reality"! Ambiguity which is typical of the poetic context serves to 

distance the sign and the object - the denotative exactitude provided by 

'practical' language is supplanted in aesthetic language by a connotative density 

and wealth of associations." The aim of poetry, wrote Eichenbaum, in (Erlich 

1955:158) "is to make perceptive the texture of the word in all its aspects". 

The earlier Russian Formalists -tended to emphasise phonetics and regard the word 

as 'self-valuable" (Erlich, 1955:157). Such bias, that is phonetic isolationism, is less 

realistic and less scientific than is Jakobson's (1968:367) approach where sound 

and meaning are taken into consideration. According to Jakobson (1968:373), 

"Poetry is not the only area where sound symbolism makes itself felt, but if is the 

province where the infernal nexus between sound and meaning changes from 

latent to potent and manifests itself most palpably and intensely." 

7. AESTHETICS AND LITERARY STRUCTURE 

According to Mukaitovsky in (Belden 1993: 42-43) the mos+ powerful argument 

concerning the 'aesthetic function' is an over-shifting boundary "and not a 

watertight category as cited in this example". The same object may have several 

functions: a stone may be a doorstop, a missile: a building material and an object 

of artistic appreciation. The Structuralist aitempts to analyse a structure (a work 
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of art or literature) in terms of its function as a whole and the relationship 

between its parts. 

is essential to differentiate between the practical function and the aesthetic 

function of an object or an action. Any object or action may have a practical 

function, for example utilitarian for tools, communicative for language, etcetera. 

On the other hand, any object or action may have an aesthetic function which is 

observed when an object or action becomes the focus of attention for its own 

sake (that is, for what it is) and not For the sake of the practical function it serves 

(that is, for what it is for). The aesthetic function is realised by the act of 

foregrounding, as opposed to automatisation. 

8. AESTHETIC FUNCTION 

In 1933 Jakobson postulated the "autonomy of the aesthetic function rather than 

the separatism of art" (Erlich, 1955:170). The Structuralists' idea of the "aesthetic 

function" was foreshadowed - by the effective concept of dominanta, that is, +he 

dominant quality. As Tynyanov in (O'toole and Shukman 1977:34) puts it "Since a 

system is not a free interplay of equal elements but presupposes the 

foregrounding of one group of elements ("a dominant") and the deformation of 

others, a work becomes literature and acquires literary function only through this 

dominant," thus the "dominant quality" of literature is also its distinguishing 

feature - the core of its 'literariness" which the Prague Linguistic Circle 

interpreted as Gestaltqualifel (a strategic property informing and permeating the 

entire work, the principle of dynamic "integration"). 
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9. THE DOMINANT 

The notion of literariness being the central feature in Formalist Theory made 

Russian Formalism scientific and systematic, and more than an eclectic set of 

insights into the workings of literature. The dominant is the concept that provides 

an element of focus. According it Mukar-ovsky (Jefferson and Robey 1986:4) all 

components of the text and their interrelationships are evaluated from +he 

standpoint of the dominant, because a literary text is a system composed of 

interrelated and interacting elements. I+ is therefore essential to distinguish 

between dominant and automatised factors. According to Jefferson and Robey 

(1986:22), it is essential to develop a dominant because a system is not a free 

interplay of equal elements, hence a work becomes literature and acquires its 

literary function through its dominant. The dominant is essentialin that if focuses 

on the active components of work which now differentiate not only from practical 

language, but also from other formal components which have become 

automatised. 

The dominant is +he component of work that sets in motion, and gives direction 

to the relationships of all other components. In language, +here exists a 

relationship between intonation and meaning, syntax, word order, or the 

relationship of the word as a meaningful unit to the phonetic structure of the text, 

to the lexical selection found in +he text, or to the other words as units of 

meaning in the context of the same sentence. In communicative speech, +hese 

relations are generally only potential, as one is unconscious of their presence and 

their mutual relationship. In poetry the infernal nexus between the various 
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components of language changes from "latent into patent and manifests itself 

most palpably and intensely" (Jakobson, 1968:373). 

A tension arises in one part of +he system (by consistent, intentional, unidirectional 

foregrounding), whilst the remaining parts of the system are relaxed (by 

automatisation which is recognised as an intentionally arranged background). The 

infernal nexus is determined by meaning (by a number of procedures). At other 

times, the meaning will be determined by intonation. Sometimes, the relationship 

of a word to the lexicon may be foregrounded, whilst at other times its 

relationship to the phonetic structure of the text may be foregrounded. 

10. EVALUATION 

Evaluation is conceived as an act always involving an evaluating subject, an 

evaluated object and a framing system of reference. In the case of literature, the 

system of reference is twofold, on the one side, the literary work is perceived and 

evaluated in relation to mirrored reality, on the other side as a work of art, it is 

related to previous works of literature and to the whole literary process. The act 

of literary evaluation is twofold Firstly, the evaluation of the world is 

presented through aesthetic contemplation rather than a catalyst of fear, hatred 

and enthusiasm. 14 is something to be "perceived" and "experienced". There is a 

belief that the emotions aroused by art are different from those of real life. 14 is 

the critic who chooses to ignore the emotions of art, but response is possible. 

Thompson (1971:13) says "-the meaning of beauty lies within the artistic image, not 

in the emotion which this image evokes in us". 
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Secondly aesthetic value proves the ability to be creative, to be imaginative and 

thus go beyond the given reality, to emancipate oneself in this imaginative realm 

from pressures but also to become innovative within the social realm. Literature is 

enjoyed within different possibilities or even impossibilities. The view of society, 

of the self and of human life becomes broader, more intensive and dynamic. In 

poetry, the function of poetry is its effect on society with the direction -towards a 

particular value (Siriedier, 1989:160). 

The aesthetic value of an object differs with context. It can happen that a work, 

which has a high actual value in a particular context, never obtains such a value in 

other contexts. There are, however, works which have the potential to become 

valid aesthetic objects and models under very different cultural conditions, and this 

element is known as the general or universal aesthetic value (Siriedfer, 1989:161). 

Jakobson in (Erlich, 1955:209) concluded that the bulk of Russian Formalists were 

too busy disengaging art from life to admit that poetry could be as potent on +he 

cognitive or affective levels as it is on the sensory. A verse becomes an object 

that is referred to within the work and which second the evaluation of the. work 

itself. The latter evaluation is "evaluation of the second degree, evaluating and 

evaluation objectified in the work of art itself as its aesthetic value" (Skied-ter, 

1989:171). 

Works of the remote past still have an aesthetic value for later readers who live in 

a radically different socio-historical context. Every utterance lays claim to justice, 

sincerity, beauty and truthfulness. These values of utterance are defined not by 

their relationship to the language (as a purely linguistic system), but by various_ 

forms of relations to reality, to the speaking subject and to other utterances, 

particularly those that evaluate them as sincere and beautiful (Striedter, 

1989:182). 
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II. POETIC CANON 

The background of foregrounding is indispensable in poetry. The background 

comprises those components that resist foregrounding, namely: .  

the norm of standard language, and 

the traditional aesthetic poetic canon, that is, +he se+ of established norms 

into which the structure of a preceding school of poetry has dissolved by 

automatisation. Such canonised poetic forms may be observed in Sotho in 

the designation of Heroic poetry and Modern poetry. 

One could regard components to be unforegrounded from +he standpoint of the 

standard language or from +he standpoint of the poetic canon. 

The internal nexus of a work Of poetry, comprising both foregrounded and 

unforegrounded components, constitutes its structure (Mukar.ovsky, 1976:22). It 

is a dynamic structure including both convergence (the trend towards the 

dominant) and divergence (the resistance of the unmoving background of 

unforegrounded components against the trend towards the dominant) and one 

that constitutes an inextricable artistic whole, as each of its components has its 

value exactly according to its relation to the totality. 
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12. LITERATURE AND TRADITION 

Erlich (1955:226) mentions the interaction of traditional elements and innovation in 

the evolution of literature. According to him: 

"Every literary +rend represents a complex interaction between elements of tradition 

and innovation: 

Zhirmunsky (Nyiro 1979:29) emphasises the fact +hat verbal art plays an important 

role in the creation and origin of writien poetry. He states: I.. the history of 

poetry is the history of verbal ark; 

According to the Russian Formalists, literary traditions are not a continued delivery 

from father to son, but rather a transference from grandfather to grandson. These 

events are recalled and rendered from on generation to the next on various 

occasions. An interruption is evident concerning thereapplication of specific 

literary forms and devices. A gradual process has already existed whereby literary 

forms and devices have been re-employed. This re-employment determines the 

conceptual style and tradition in the history of literature. 

The process of reapplication or re-employment does not mean that all literary 

conventions and devices that mark previous traditions are suddenly found or 

become observable in one specific period. In this regard, Shklovsky (Nyiro 

1979:55) wrote: 

1 imagine the literary tradition not as some sort of general store of literary norms 

which like and inventor's estate, comprises the totality of the technical facilities of 

his age." 
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The Russian Formalists used the concept ufrad4ional aethhefic canon" which they 

regarded as the established form in which the structure of a preceding poetic 

school has been dissolved by means of automatisation. 

13. FORMALISM AND PRAISE POETRY 

Russian Formalism as a literary theory presents a very efficient and workable 

framework in which traditional poems as oral art creations can be analysed and 

discussed. The traditional praiser usually is a person with a very sensitive 

language +ouch. His "success" is determined by the way he can "entertain" his 

"audience". To keep and maintain the attention of his audience, he is obliged to 

make use of striking language. "Striking" language—usage in this context, is 

achieved by the process of estrangement of "normal" language. Aspects such as 

the application of s+range names, metaphorical language, allusion, rhythm and a 

specific sound effect marks this process of "making strange". 

Traditional praise poets use these devices in a natural and informal way. This is 

attributed to their unique talent as being artists. Not just any person can become 

a praiser. A person is born with this gift, which has been developed through 

practice and exposure. 

It has already been stated that the language of traditional praise poetry was said 

to be archaic, which means old and not easy to understand. Words and 

utterances are used which contribute to the lengthening of perception as 

advocated by the Formalists. 
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The contributions of Russian Formalism in literary Theory cannot be 

overemphasised. Although, the movement was phased out due to external 

political pressure, its founders have left a mark in the study of literary -theory. The 

concept 'literariness' is still very relevant in study of literary theory. All literary 

theories have shortcomings of one form or another and Russian Formalism is no 

exception. The failure by its founders to link its devices with reality is one of the 

reasons for its collapse. 

The Formalists' contributions to poetry were outstanding. African scholars such as 

N.A. Milubi applied defamiliarisa+ion excellently to Sigwavhulimu's Venda poems, 

thus opening avenues for African scholars who were hesitant to apply Russian 

Formalism in their analyses. 



CHAPTER 2 

NAME-GIVING AS A POETIC DEVICE IN DITHOKO 

INTRODUCTION 

In traditional Basotho life a name-giving ceremony (ho reha lebitso) is a very 

special and important occasion. Kunene (1971:13) further accentuated this by 

highlighting the fact that the Basotho traditionally name a child not because they 

like the name, but because of its relevance to the given situation, for example: 

A new-born baby tan be given a name of one of the relatives with the belief that 

the child will follow in the footsteps of his/her namesake, such as Mohau 

(Mercy). 

I. NAMES AND CIRCUMSTANCES 

The circumstances of the time of birth have a strong influence on the choice of a 

name for the newly-born. A few examples are: 

❑ A death in the family 

Lefu or Malefu 	 ; (death) 

Mahlomola 	 i (sorrow) 

Dikelecli 	 (tears) 
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War time 

Aliwa or Man/wa 

S-eihunya 

Moierefere 

(war) 

(gun) 

(confusion) 

Natural phenomena 

Serame or Maserame 
	

(edremely cold especially during winfer, 

Pule or Puleng 
	

(rain) 

Leisaisi /Male/says/ 
	

(sun) 

Born out of wedlock (illegitimate) 

Moramang? 

Tswakaa? 

Mpoiseng? 

(Whose son is +his?) 

(Where do you come from?) 

(Ask me?) 

Born after twins 

Fusi / Marusi 
	

(born after twins) 

Survival 

It was traditionally also believed that the child who is born after those who 

have died would survive if given a peculiar name such as: 
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N9.a / Madintla 

Sekatana Masekafana 

(dog) 

(rag) 

  

2. CEREMONIAL NAMES 

Traditionally Basotho name -giving also takes place during ceremonies such as: 

Weddings 

For a daughter-in-law to be accepted as a family member she will be given a 

new name that will symbolise her motherhood. 

MaLersio 

MaCe9haba 

(Mother of love) -

(Mother of the nation) 

  

Initiation 

Girls 

Girls and women are given names with the form Ra- (for a man) which is a 

shortened or adapted form of the Tswana word rra (father). The name giving 

with Ra - symbolises their endurance during initiation hence: 

Pamaishecto 

Radikelea'i 

(The father of bereavement) 

(The father of tears) 
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Boys 

Boys are traditionally given liberty to name themselves in accordance with how 

they perceive themselves during initiation. The form Le- is commonly used in 

a prefixal manner. e.g.: 

Lenepa 

Leilaka 

Lekhema 

(accuracy) 

(the vulture) 

(the obedient one) 

  

Name-giving was a deliberate act of enhancing self-esteem and self-image. 

3. NAME-GMNG AS A VEHICLE OF DE-AUTOMATISATION IN POETIC CONTEXT 

A praise name is given to a king, chief or warrior because of his prowess on the 

battlefield. 

Kunene (1971:21-25) classified Sou+kern Soho praise names into two categories, 

namely: 

(a) 	Naming Eulogies 
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I. Deverbafive eulogies 

Metaphorical eulogies 

Regimental eulogies 

,Descriptive eulogies 

Clan eulogies  

(Mabula) 

(Leilaka, Along) 

(Thokwana Makaoia) 

(Molded; Semite) 

(Mokubung, Moiloung) 



(b) Associative Eulogies 

I. Association with relatives (Tau ya Mengel°, more Mokliachane) 

 Association with peers (Hodioiswana Is bo-Pamoreilo) 

 Association with genealogy (Pamoepa, moshemane wa 11/11w-hr) 

3.1 Estrangement in poetic context 

The dominant in these poems is based on heroism. Various names referring to 

the praised one focus on heroic qualities or characteristics. 

3.1.1 Structure of name 

In traditional poetry estrangement is achieved by creating a "poetic" name based 

on or derived from a "normal name", e.g. 

" riot; (poetic) Moilowny (normal) 

"flake' (poetic) Lel/aka (normal) 

"Lalome" (poetic) celalome (normal) 

/Side  (poetic) Leisie (normal) 

For the reciter (seroki) to capture the attention of the listener, it is imperative -to 

use a striking defamiliatised "poetic" name. The technique applied by reciters 

(diroki) is to omit prefixal elements of personal names to create a specific 

rhythmic flow. Rhythm as the Formalists enunciated, constitutes the central 

constructive factor in poetry. The omission of the prefixal element of names also 

contributes to an estrangement of normal language usage and the hero is directly 
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associated with an animal, bird or element of nature. Characteristics of animals or 

birds, as well as some unique attributes that have developed in a specific cultural 

environment, are ascribed to the hero. 

1-lenceforth metaphorical references contribute to the poetic nature or literariness 

of +hese oral creations that have an aesthetic function in the sense that the hero 

becomes the focus of a-Hention for its own sake and which effectively lengthens 

perceptions. 

4. PHYSICAL PORTRAYAL 

Mangoaela's traditional poetry is marked by some enriched physical descriptions of 

heroes. Physical descriptions and name-giving are used to conceal the meaning 

of ordinary language by means of foregrounding in order to create a new meaning 

extracted from the praise poem. It is imperative that the listener has an 

understanding of the -cultural background of the specific tribe or clan because 

perception is often extended due to the words that alludes to some unique 

cultural traits enhancing the immediate' experience thereof. If is against this 

background that poetic language is understood and the underlying meaning of the 

praise poem is brought to the fore. The core of the dithoko's literariness is 

therefore based on a dynamic integration of cultural traits permeating the entire 

work, which are concealed in de-automatised language usage. The following 

quotations where illustrations of de-automatised language are given, are taken 

from Mangoaela's (1945) anthology: 
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4.1 N+wa ya Ma+edile (Mangoaela 1945: II) 

❑ Dinah di rdsho(poelic) 
	

> Maisoho a Weise madi (standard) 

(Nails are black) 
	

(Hands are covered with blood) 

The hero is portrayed as physically having "black paws". The de-automatised 

language in this context leads to +he perception that the praised one is an 

exceptional warrior. Initially the perception is extended because the underlying 

meaning is concealed by means of the adjective noun n+sho which literally means 

black but actually implies blood. 

4.2 N+wa +se Ba+lokwa, ya Tihela le ya ha Kobo (Mangoaela 1945: 27) 

Kgomo ya Maweshe mehlahare e mots& 	(poetic) 

The cow of Maweshe the gums are black 

Kgomo ye Maweshe macto a mesh° (standard) 

The cow of Maweshe the feet are black 

The poetic usage of mehlahare e - melso (gums that are black) portrays the 

endurance that the warrior displays. Endurance is one of the afiributes, which is 

contained in heroism. The adjective nouns me+sho and ma+sho literally mean 

black but the implied meanings are endurance and resilience. 

4.3 Moshweshwe (Mangoaela 1945: 5) 

Thesele, pharu e 

Thesele, the jumper who is tall, very +all 
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The hero is portrayed as a very tall jumper. The concealed meaning in this 

portrayal is victory, accompanied by the fact that the hero always holds his head 

high. 

4.4 Ntwe ye Matedile 	(Mangoaela 1945: 17) 

lawachele Is mesife-s14 

lOwvashela who is full of muscles 

Having extraordinary muscles is indicative of a hero's ability to be successful in 

war. Heroism entails a strong physique. Literally muscles in this context mean 

strength. 

4.5 Moshweshwe (Mangoaela 1945: 7) 

Na e no meno, Tau ye MeHems 

It has no teeth, The Lion of Mallama 

Though the hero is portrayed as physically being toothless, The foregrounded 

meaning is +ha+ being a hero also entails some defect. The concealed meaning 

conveyed by the words "ha e na meno" (it has no teeth) is that the warrior is 

defenceless, but the foregrounded meaning is that the defect which an individual 

has, should not be regarded as a drawback from reaching a certain goal, but 

should inspire a person to overcome life's hurdles. 
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4.6 Makhabane, moenta Moshweshwe (Mangoaela 1945: 9) 

Nko di le Phera, Make Thoms, di hlaboka belho. 

The rases are opened, peer of Taoma, they ruthlessly stab the people 

The physical portrayal of +he hero is that of a person with an open nose, who 

ruthlessly stabs people. The foregrounded meaning in this context leads to the 

perception that the hero has superpowers as he is using his nose to stab people 

ruthlessly. The underlying meaning is +hat the hero should utilise his abilities to 

the fullest. 

5. NAMES AND SUGGESTIVE ACTIONS 

In praise poems names very often suggest actions of animals that are contributed 

to human actions. Because the reciter (seroki) endeavours to pain+ a vivid picture 

to the audience, he eloquently evokes the imagination of the listener by 

repeatedly contributing actions of animal to human behaviour and vice versa. The 

dominant in the poem is marked by heroic deeds attributed to the hero. The 

focus on heroism is activated by interrelated and interacting elements such as 

corresponding metaphorical references to ferocious animals, which actions are 

foregrounded causing a process of de-automatised language resulting in the 

creation of a new aesthetic effect. Compare: 

5.1 Tihela ya Barolong 	(Mangoaela 1945: 150) 

Thamahane di /sake naha, seba. 

Hyena are fighting for land, sinfully 
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A hyena is a scavenger which is dependent on other predators for its survival. 

The actions of the hyena in this context refer to those people who are fighting for 

the land which originally did not belong to them. They are like scavengers fighting 

and claiming what is no+ theirs. 

5.2 Moorosi Mokunoane (Mangoaela 1945: 32) 

Lengau, ftlibe Ise eh/we mekwelaba 

The leopard, the round one crossed heaps 

The ability of a leopard to conquer its prey by moving in circles is attributed to the 

praised one. The perception foregrounded in this context is that the praised one 

is an eminent hero. 

5.3 Wm" ya Matedile (Mangoaela 1945: II) 

Tau ye Bolokwe to Mervaneng. 

The lion of Bolokwe and MaraJaneng 

An outstanding hero will often be associated with the actions of predators such as 

lions and tigers. The hero's ferocity on +he battlefield is contextually compared to 

a lion that guards its territory with its own life. No outsiders would dare venture 

into it. 

Heroes are also metaphorically referred to as kwena (crocodile), tau (lion), 

lefirifshwane (spotted hyena) and lengau (leopard). Predatory animals are 
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ferocious and brutal. Kunene (1971:31) further argued that +hese comparisons are 

associated with qualities observed in the hero such as speed or deadly accuracy, 

and in the case of +he lion with strength, ferocity and majesty. 

In calling a hero n+su (the eagle), the praise poet is associating the hero 

metaphorically with the deadly accuracy of an .eagle. An eagle being primarily a 

species with accurate eyesight, never misses its prey no mafier how high it is in 

the sky. 

The hero may also be metaphorically referred to by means of natural phenomena 

such as iladi (lightning), leru (cloud) and +solo (lightning). Lightning in this 

context is suggestive of speed and deadly accuracy. 

5.4 Tihela ya Barolong (Mangoaela 1945: 22) 

Kwena Miba macfrboha sebaM 

La Ramalobo le la Mokhoisako 

Crocodile guards the bridges, The seeker 

That of Ramatobo and +ha+ of Molchcrisako 

The implied meaning of the bridge in traditional context develops the focus of the 

dominant. The traditional bridge was made of stones which were put together in a 

definite pafiern and these stones resembled the back of the crocodile basking in 

the sun. The object, crocodile, is transferred from the sphere of its usual 

perception to that of a new perception that results in a particular semantic shift. 

"Kwena" is suggestive of the actions of the crocodile that lures and kills its prey. 

henceforth implies that a hero should not only be physically strong and agile but 

should also be intelligent and calculating. The two attributes mentioned focus on 
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+he dominant and enhance the idea of heroism. The underlying meaning of the 

foregrounded ideas is that a hero should be like a crocodile and resist penetration 

by the enemy because such an act prevents defeat. The perception concealed 

here is that where a crocodile is looming in an area +here is no one who would 

dare enter that area. This truth is foregrounded by the words "... thiba 

madiboho..." (... guards the bridges). The immediate perception in this context is 

extended by the fact that the praise poet is actually appealing to the hero to be 

vigilant throughout the war in order to defeat the enemy. 

5.5 Mohla ho qhalwang Sekonyela 	(Mangoaela 1945: 24) 

Vs mpolaya ka molieutso, Kwena. 

It killed me with sweat, The crocodile 

The engagement of the hero on the battlefield expounds the intensity of the war. 

Mofufutso (sweat) symbolises strenuous physical engagement. A person will 

sweat profusely if he is sick or is engaged in a strenuous physical struggle. The 

literal meaning of the word mofufutso is defamiliarised, foregrounding the idea of 

intensity. 

The odour of the sweat further stresses the seriousness of the situation and 

commitment to defeating the enemy. The embedded meaning in this context 

caused by de-automatised language usage accentuates the fact that life is a 

perpetual struggle and that only those who persist will survive. In life only sweat 

gives birth to success. An aesthetic function is evoked by means of the fact that 

the truth of the words becomes the focus of attention for its own sake. 
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5.6 Tsowane, Morena we Maphything (Mangoaela 1945: 38) 

Thakect e nett kgolo Tsowene wa Mobleadi 

Sefefelerding maisaise 

Mt-bear while and red the big one Tsowane of Mohlaodi 

One who digs hiding places for others 

The suggestive thoughts and actions which are foregrounded in the defamiliarised 

name for the hero n+hakedi" (ant-bear) alludes to the fact +ha+ the actions of the 

hero are not selfish, because he does not fight for himself only, but also for his 

people. The underlying meaning foregrounded in the above lines boils down to 

the aesthetic function that the focus is placed on superior human qualities which 

convey the idea of people that are interdependent and can never survive on their 

own. In traditional Basotho life, the ant-bear symbolises unselfishness 

Because of +he close relationship between man and nature in the traditional 

context, which is further activated by fotemism, many human characteristics are 

ascribed to animals and birds, and vice versa. An animal or bird often represents 

certain ideas or values, for instance: 

When a warrior is compared to Lengau (leopard) or Mmu+la (hare) it is accepted 

that the audience is able to uncover +he meaning that is evoked by the names of 

these two animals. The audience will be able to interpret +he estranged language 

due to +heir knowledge and cultural background. When a hero is called a lengau it 

is because of his deadly accuracy on the battlefield, whilst the warrior called 

mmulle (hare) is regarded as a coward who always runs away when he is faced 

with challenges. The audience understands and knows how lengau (leopard) and 

mmu+le (hare) are culturally perceived and will uncover the concealed meaning of 

the estranged language in a poetic context. 
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By referring to a praised person by means of a defamiliarised name, the immediate 

perception of this poetic creation is extended due to an embedded meaning 

concealed in a specific cultural environment. Suggestive actions foregrounded by 

means of name-giving techniques contribute to the dominant placing focus on 

heroic deeds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LENGTHENING OF PERCEPTION: PROMINENT 

POETIC DEVICES 

3. ALLUSION 

According to Cuddon (Pretorius 1989:479) allusion is defined as an implicit 

reference to another work of literature, or to art, a person or even+ The praiser 

uses allusion to remind his audience of certain events or some generally accepted 

values. Cuddon points out that when using allusion, a writer tends to assume an 

established literary tradition, a body of common knowledge with an audience, who 

share that tradition and have the ability to pick up references, which are 

concealed in this specific cultural context. 

In difhoko, the praiser also uses allusion on the assumption that he shares some 

knowledge with his audience, which is due to a common cultural background. To 

extract the concealed message, which is evoked by an allusion, it is imperative for 

the listener to have a sound knowledge of the cultural background that governs 

the life and values of the praised one. 

In Mangoaelis praise poems, allusion is used extensively as a tribute to victories 

of the heroes and generals of the regiments. 
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3.1 THE SO-CALLED "NARRATIVE` LINES AS A VEHICLE FOR ALLUSION 

A distinction between narrative and descriptive lines of poetry in diThoko has 

already been made and discussed by Kunene (1971), Swanepoel (1983) and 

Pretorius (1989). "Narrative" lines normally allude to an even+ or situation related 

to the deeds and achievements of the hero. 

When the reciter alludes to a certain event in which the hero was involved, he 

accepts that the details concerning these events are known information to his 

audience. Even a slight reference to an event recalls a wealth of information, 

which is accepted to be known by the audience. Very often reference to an 

event is made in a defamiliarised way, which is caused by de-automatised 

language usage. In addition, This extends the immediate perception although the 

information is well-known to the audience. 

The_modern reader who does not have the background information of these 

references brought about by the narrative lines of the stanza, miss out on the 

underlying dominant which provides elements of focus. The reciter will always 

focus on an event in one way or another whilst praising his hero. One of the 

main reasons for using allusion in traditional praise poems is to avoid the 

impression that the hero is unconditionally glorified without really or physically 

being involved in heroic events that were undertaken for the benefit of his 

people. 

Traditional praise poems are henceforth often characterised by many dramatical 

elements such as characters, place, time and events. Even if references are made 

to places, defamiliarised language often occurs. 
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The following first lines of +he Letsie poem, Mangoaela 9921: 35) which appears 

in the appendix, are examples of the important role that allusion plays in dithoko. 

LETSIE I (Mangoaela 1945: 35) 

I ReLeroihod; , phumedi ya 

2 Thorned; a ko phumele Berwanyane 

3. 0 phumele Brows be there be kguile, 

4 Sonya be maihe be siya dikokole, 

5. Olkolopete be di siya morao. 

I. Father of Lerothodi, al-Facker of Maisie, 

The attacker, who al-tacked The Bushmen, 

Al-fack the Bushmen of There, who should Then return. 

The bushmen ran away and left the tortoises rolling, 

Tortoises, They left behind. 

The lines allude to Leisie's prowess on the battlefield as accentuated by 

I-larliburton (1977:88). According to Harliburton the missionaries could not control 

this virile young man because as a warrior he frequently undertook cattle raids, 

despite his father's disapproval. The narrative lines also allude to some detail 

concerning the raids, which Letsie undertook during 1835 and 1836 against certain 

Bushmen groups. The actions are often described by means of defamiliarised 

language which is for instance caused by words such as dikolccrte which on the 

one hand refers to rolling things and on the other hand to tortoises. A tortoise in 

Basotho culture is traditionally associated with reluctance. The underlying 

symbolic meaning entailed in +he above example is that cowards are reluctant to 

fight. During the war, they cringe like tortoises. 

In the following lines Letsie is also honoured for the fact that he only captured 

cattle from his enemies, namely the Matebele people, and not from his own 
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people, namely the Basotho. These references allude to the generally accepted 

perception that during caiile raids a hero should not strike at home but in 

unknown, remote and dangerous areas. 

LETDE I (Mangoaela 1945: 35) 

22 Kgomo a eye /se Maiebele Leis/e: 

2.3. Ople ise 7:topo le Ise Monyelalse. 

Cows he ate of the Ma+ebele, Lelsie: 

He ate those of Chopo and +hose of Manyalo+sa. 

The recalling of past events are done by linguistic devices, that are mostly 

uncommon in everyday speech, which are used with unusual semantic 

connotations, or in unfamiliar contexts. Underlying or hidden information, which 

extends the immediate perception, is often revealed by means of a striking 

introduction of allusion. These factors contribute to the dominant placing focus 

on the character of the praised one, which becomes the focus of attention for its 

own sake, governed by an aesthetic function. 

After the conclusion of the War of 1858 against the Boers, Letsie's village was 

destroyed and he had to relocate to Matsieng, about seven miles from Moriya. 

According to Harliburton (1977:89), Letsie's zeal for fighting seems to have been 

quenched for he played only a minor role in the Seqiii War, and it is even said 

that he took refuge in the mountains at certain stages. The following lines 

compare Letsie to a cow which cannot be milked and allude to the above-

mentioned change in him. The military weakness of the warrior is foregrounded by 

an implicit comparison marked by an estrangement of standard language. The 

immediate perception is extended by means of a metaphorical reference, which 

depersonalises the praised one, comparing him to an unproductive cow. 
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LETS1E I (Mangoaela 1945: 36) 

39. Ha e sire, ha e ha man lloiswana 

4/ /4 a Iswele Mmasenale lebese. 

39. It does not have much milk it does not have milk Ko+swana 

41. I+ does not give "Mmasenate milk 

As has already been mentioned, Letsiets desire for fighting abated and he entered 

into an individual peace accord with the Boers on 21 May 1867. He became a 

vassal of the 0.F.S. the following day. This even+ is also alluded to in line 45. 

NTWA YA SEQITI (Mangoaela 1945 51) 

Mohale we ghoba-sekaps Wale 

2 Ohoba-sekapa makoloi a erne 

I. The warrior who drove the sheep... Matela 

Drive the sheep, the ox-wagons will wart 

In the above lines, the praiser (seroki) alludes to an event that took place during 

the Seciiti War where the Basotho undertook some daring and spectacular raids 

into the Free State. In one series of raids alone they captured more than 

100,000 Sheep as well as thousands of ca+fle (Gill 1993:106). By alluding to 

the event, normal or standard language has been violated by using loan-words like 

sekipa for dinky (sheep) and makoloi for dikoloi (ox-wagons). 

The impact of the War and its repercussions are alluded to in the following lines: 
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NTWA YA SEQITI (Mangoaela 1945 51) 

6 0 gels mabele ho barna be hae, 

7 0 vie mabale ho ba ha Makhunoana 

He is begging for the wheal. from his people 

He is begging for the wheal. for the Malchunwane people 

The above lines allude +o Moshweshwe who was defeated during the Seqiti wars 

by Fick and Wepener leading +he Orange Free State commandos. The Free 

Staters captured about 80 000 head of cattle. This loss only affected the 

commoners adversely, as the chief s cattle estimated to be 250 000 in number 

were still safely protected deep in the mountains. This state of affairs compelled 

most commoners to relocate to the Orange Free State in search of a better life. 

The word mabele (wheat) in this context acquire a new extended meaning, namely 

the opportunity to live a better life. 

The Basotho were not prepared to surrender +heir land to the Orange Free State 

Republic. The Boers sought arbitration from the British Government. The 

arbitration is known as the Wodehouse Award and was published in 1865. The 

Basotho were asked to hand over some land to the Orange Free State. The 

grievances of the Boers were no serious reason for a war (Gill 1993:103). The 

British Government eventually intervened and protected Lesotho from the Free 

State Boers. Allusion is made to this intervention in the following lines: - 

NTWA YA SEQITI (Mangoaela 1945 52) 

12 A fumana agolosi a se na kale 

13 A Ithla a else clitselesela 
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14. Dikgomo le bathe Ise kdokst 

12. When he arrived, Qoqolosi had no roads 

B. He arrived and made many-many roads 

14. The cows and people moved in rows 

When Matela I, the son of Leihole of Makgwakgweng, first arrived at Qoqolosing, 

the place was destroyed by war. He had to rebuild it. 

Eventually peace prevailed in Lesotho and cows and people roamed freely in 

numbers. The underlying meaning foregrounded by this allusion is that war is 

destructive and affects all people equally. People forever seek peace and stability 

in +heir lives. An aesthetic function is evoked when the focus of attention is 

placed on a universal truth or value. 

Moshweshwe was also known by other names such as Lepoqo, which mean+ that 

he was born at the time of a domestic dispute (Casalis 1861:94). Another 

prominent name was Letlama, his initiation name. The event that lead to Letlama 

being known as Moshweshwe is alluded to in the following example: 

NTWA YA SEQITI (MangPada 1945: 6) 

Ya beolseng Ramonaheng caledu, 

Le ho biome ha dl so biome. 

He shaved Ramonaheng's beard. 

Even before they were grown 

During 1809, Letlama adopted the praise name Moshweshwe after he had 

captured many cattle from chief Ramonaheng. Letlama bragged about this 

achievement and acted as if he had been shaving Ramonaheng's beard (Gill 
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1993:63). The name has been derived from the language form shwe-shwe, which 

imitates the sound of blades used to cut something such as hair or beard. 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 7) 

54 Bohweng he bo Lessors 

54. The in-laws, at Lesawana 

Lesawana who is mentioned in line 54 of the poem Moshweshwe was 

Moshweshwe's subordinate chief during the Seqifi war. Lesawana together with 

Poshodi and Mpedi raided farms for livestock as a form of compensation, 

organised massive hunting parties to enter "Boer Land" as a form of intimidation 

and whenever possible resettled areas from which the Basotho had +emporarily 

been driven (Gill 1993:106). Moshweshwe was unable to control Lesawana, and 

the praiser alludes to this in the following lines: 

MOS1-1WESHWE (Mangoaela 1945: 7) 

54 Bohweng, ha bo Leanne, 

55 Amok* a ke re iswe bohlace, 

56 Mahe a laze n-Ho ye boMohaio 

AI the in-laws of Lesawana, 

Ramohato must not disgrace us. 

The burning grass in the veld is directed to the house of Mohalo 

The underlying meaning, which is foregrounded by this allusion, is that defeat is a 

disgrace to any nation and if is not acceptable at all. 

Allusion in Lerothodi's poem also mark important events in his life such as that he 
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was the eldest son of Letsie and was born in 1840. He reigned from 1891 to 

1905, and was placed at Makeneng (Likhwele) until he took the place of his 

father Letsie, who died in 1891 (Gill 1993:143). He was very popular and a brave 

and respected warrior. 

Lerothodi was actively involved in the Seqiii war. Allusion is made to his 

involvement in the following lines of the poem 'Lerothodi" (1945:66): 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 66) 

0 Oohs &we ka mangole, 

Lekene le Ranneko wa Bakweht 

Tshwere Mahe, e Rye we Resonate, 

6 We bona faishilen; le a ya. 

He is pushing the war by +he knees, 

Lekena of Ranneko of Bakwena, 

Hold the shield firmly of Rasenate, 

You see your land is vanishing. 

Allusion to these events is marked by de-automatised language usage, which 

extends The immediate perception. Line 3 of the above serves as an example of 

this defamiliarised language usage. In it the words "0 qhoba nhva ka mangole" 

actually imply that the hero is dedicated and never retreats. 

The primary cause of the Seqifi war was the land invasion. The praiser refers to 

This in line 6. It was only through war that the land, which was confiscated during 

the first Basotho-Boer War, could be recaptured. The foRgrounded poetic 

perception of the lines below involves the consequences of the War. Only the 
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bravery of Lerotholi could salvage The Basotho from the intense war with the 

Boers. The intensity of the war is further foregrounded by means of poetic 

devices, which contribute to the defamiliarised language usage. 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 67) 

13. 17adi Ise bens mello ye banana 

14 Ye seta eke di beheise Mebeng. 

The lightning shone We The fires of the girls. 

They appeared as if they had laid eggs on The mountains 

The poet mentions Brand in line 21. President Brand came into power in 1864, he 

was one of the most able and determined leaders the Orange Free State had ever 

known (Gill 1993:106). Although President Brand was an able leader, he could 

not prevent the war. Instead, the war intensified. Historical events are pre-called 

by means of imagery, which aim to destroy the tendency towards habituation. 

Connotative meaning is violated which activates secondary or collateral meanings, 

for example: 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 67) 

24. 77.edi ise beny& me/lo ye bonehels 

27 Ha e ne clineke, e Mule ke phelle: 

24. The lightning struck, and the fires were seen. 

27. It does riot have horns, it strikes with its forehead: 

When the Boers realised that the Basotho would not give-up, they finally resorted—

to destroying the ripening crops of the Basotho in 1866. This event is alluded to 

in the following lines: 



LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 67) 

39. Be /sive be Hole be re senyelse. 

39. Be sense peo ye ions mssimong. 

And they always destroy our seeds, 

They destroy our seeds in the field. 

The poet further alludes to the fact that the Boers were not satisfied despite the 

fact that they had confiscated a large piece of land. They still wanted more and 

they were prepared to fight for what was not theirs. 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 68) 

52 Re bone ka Ramosweu ho kgerhelse 

53 Ramosweu o belle selhebtribebs 

We have seen Ramosweu who pester us 

Ramosweu warms huge donations. 

Compound words such as se+haba -thaba and the rearrangement of words, cause 

a specific rhythmic effect. 

When Adam Krotz visited Moshweshwe in 1832, he claimed That the constant 

wars and disturbances that Moshweshwe faced would disappear once the 

missionaries began +heir work among his people. Because Moshweshwe wanted 

peace, he sent 200 head of cattle with which to procure at least one missionary 

for himself and this event is alluded to in the lines below. An element of 

cynicism is foregrounded in these lines: 

47 
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LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945: 68) 

55. Le kgomo iseo di bile /se goons,: 

.% Kgomo di kir (loans bane be kweno. 

Even +hose cows caused conflict, 

Cows they can cause conflict to people here. 

In June 1865 the war intensified and the Basotho were nearly defeated. The 

Boers were on the verge of conquering Thaba-Bosiu when an unforeseen incident 

happened: 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 68) 

77. He ho hlolswe meghewe, bo-Pepenare, 

78 Balweni be lweneng dgrePeng- 

When heroes such as Wepener are defeated, 

The fighters who fight in the boat. 

The above mentioned unforeseen incident was the untimely death of the hero of 

the Boers, Louw,Wepener, who was killed on 15 August 1865, during a valiant 

effort to charge Thaba-Bosiu. The death of Louw Wepener resulted in the rapid 

decline of the morale of the Orange Free Stale forces (Gill 1993:106) 

The Boers were destroying the ripening crops of the Basotho until the latter were 

forced to sign a peace -treaty. Molapo, son of Moshweshwe was the first to sign 

the treaty and eventually at the end of March 1866 Moshweshwe gave in and 

was forced to sign the humiliating Peace of Thaba-Bosiu Kgofso yo Mabele (Gill 

1993:107). An allusion to this event is expressed in +he following line: 
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LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 69) 

88.  Re se ihibile a &heti Moshweshwe 

88. We prevented if and it left Moshweshwe 

The failure of Moshweshwe to comply with the terms of the Peace of Thaba-

Bosiu resulted in President Brand resuming the war a+ the beginning of 1867, as is 

alluded to in +he examples below. The lines below are a good example of the 

Formalists argue that language in poetry is not used for the purpose of 

communication but for estrangement of ordinary language. In these lines 

parallelism and a regular spread of rhythmic units cause an estrangement of 

standard language, for example: 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 69) 

102 Le nise le poise Mangau ihabeng 

/03. Mangau to bole/a a ha Boma 

You are sending the leopards around at the mountains 

The leopards we mean Those of Brand 

The Seciiii War eventually ended on 12 March 1868 when the British Government 

issued a formal document proclaiming the Basotho to be British subjects as is 

implied by the Iasi two lines of the poem. 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 68) 

113 Ba re, Nyafa o eiseiwalo, RakIsliabia 

114 Be iswe ba hlola ba re senyelsa peo. 
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They said "Hurry and do it Rale+shabisa 

Because +hey always destroy our seeds 

Connotative meaning in dithoko is often extended in the way events are recalled 

by means of defamiliarised language usage. The praiser distinguishes himself as 

an authority of the historical background of his people. Acknowledging those 

who contributed to nation building is an essential aspect of ditholco. 

32 ALLUSION: TRADITIONAL BELIEFS AND CUSTOMS 

Another technique of processing verbal material, which contributes, to the 

intensifying of impression is the implicit reference to traditional beliefs which are 

dominant cultural traits in +he daily lives of a specific community. The aesthetic 

value concealed in these beliefs is foregrounded in an estranged or defamiliarised 

way, which extends immediate conceptualisation. 

In the praise poem that is quoted below, the following traditional beliefs are 

alluded to: 

LETSIE I (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

6 Ralerothoch; lesfrodu Is Maisie, 

7 Leshodu le a utswit RaLerothoch: 

RaLero+hodi, the Thief of Maisie, 

The Thief that is stealing, RaLerothodi 

Letsie was the eldest son of Moshweshwe by his principal wife Mmamohato, as 

Letsie's infant name was Mohato. The name I  itisie.  was his initiation name. 

Reference to RaLerothodi in line 6, alludes +o Letsie's son Lerothodi. The praiser 
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assumes that his audience have the same background knowledge about Letsie as 

he does, because the underlying meaning is concealed in the fact that in Basotho 

tradition the father can be called by his son's name by attaching the form Pa-  to 

the name. Lerothodi was Letsie's eldest son with his second wife Mmantai and 

they had two other sons namely Bereng and Theko. By naming Letsie 

ReLerothodi, the praise poet is emphasising the importance of letsibolo (the first 

born) in the traditional African patriarchy in general and in that of the Baso+ho in 

particular. 

The name RaLerathodi is traditionally used as a form of status and enhancement 

of manhood. Fathers are proud of bearing sons, as it is traditionally believed that 

the continuation of the family tree will not cease. A man with daughters only is 

traditionally scorned and always insecure. People also doubted his manhood. 

Thus, the use of the name RaLerothodi enhances the social pride and status of 

the continuity of the family tree. In the following lines another belief is 

highlighted: 

LETSIE I (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

12 Illsqheku a ba hlobolela dikobo, 

13 Kgomo Ise kguila baiho ra phela 

The elderly threw away +heir blankets, 

Cows were returned, people we lived. 

The quotation above alludes to the traditional belief of +he Baso+ho people that 

-Faking off one's clothes is a sign of hopelessness An individual involved in such 

an act is laying his soul bare to the victor or conqueror. It is an acceptance of 

defeat and at the same time, a plea for mercy. Any warrior who would attack a 

person in that state would be scorned and despised by others for the rest of his 
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life. The actions of (ho) hlobola dikobo and dikgomo +se kguile function as extra 

linguistic determinants and are marked by an arrangement and processing of verbal 

material which contribute to intensify the frying conditions expressed in the poem. 

Conceptuality is extended by the estrangement of the normal syntactical order 

caused by the immediate succession of verbs in the conditional and consecutive 

moods as found in line 13, which focuses on .the habit and belief that all cows 

which are captured should be returned to those who were defeated, resulting in a 

sign of relief expressed by +he words ... beho re phela (...people we survived). 

The words dikobo (blankets) and dikgomo (cattle) in this context, have a 

semantic effect more than that of standard communicative language, due to the 

activation of their symbolic meaning in a specific socio-economic context. The 

following lines also highlight a traditional belief: 

LETS1E 1 (Mangoaela 1945: 35-36) 

_34. Vs re LeHale we &Atha ho mo nyeke 

35 0 /shahs he e le leqheku, Mosiya 

When Letlala feared to lick him 

He is afraid because he is elderly, Mosiya 

The lines above focus on the dominant idea, which entrenches the traditional 

belief that one cannot be declared victorious if you strike those who are close to 

you. 

Letlala being a traditional warrior could not strike the elderly as is accentuated by 

lines 34 and 35 above. 	To uphold the traditional beliefs could not be 

transcended even during war times, as one who does that will always be . 

stigmatised. 
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LETSIE 1 (Mangoaela 1945 36) 

37 Llo o Isheba se moishea 

37. The cry, he is afraid of +he one at the inner place inside 4he hut. 

This proverb functions to stress the idea that a warrior should not strike the 

elderly in -traditional Basotho cultural context. The mo+sheo (inner place inside 

the hut) is usually darkish and regarded as a sanctuary, a place where an individual 

may not be disturbed or a+facked. The words allude to the proverb, ngwerlsi e 

ngalla mo+sheo (a daughter-in-law sits in the inner place when she is hurting.) 

During a family dispCte, the daughter-in-law will sit a+ the mo+sheo, her sanctuary. 

This action is traditionally taken to prevent the hanging of dirty laundry in public. 

Traditionally family disputes are resolved by family members only and a husband 

will never touch a wife who is at mo+sheo, no matter how abusive he is. If he 

dares to cross that line, he would have to apologise by slaughtering a sheep to 

subdue the anger of the ancestors. Additionally he would have sullied his 

manhood forever and be disrespected by all people close to him. 

In traditional life, it is important that a ruler should have a son. Two important 

reasons for this are given. Firstly the son enhances the ruler's manhood and is a 

status symbol. Secondly, only sons can succeed their fathers as rulers of a 

nation. The following lines allude to this custom. 

LETS1E 1 (Mangoaela 1945 36) 

39. Ha e sise, he e no man Koiswene 

41 He e fswele Mmesenefe lebese. 
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39. It does not produce milk it does not have milk Ko+swana, 

41. If does not produce milk for Mmasenate. 

Letsie is now regarded as inferior and is compared to a cow that cannot be milked 

in line 39. Reference to Mmasenefe is indicative of the family background of 

Letsie. The praiser assumes that his audience has the same knowledge about 

Letsie that he does. MmasenErie was Letsie's principal wife who could not bear 

him sons but only had a girl, genErie. The word lebese (milk) acquires an 

extended meaning. It is de-automatised to express the meaning of semen. The 

implied meaning in line 41 is therefore that Letsie was impotent. 

The de-automatisation of meaning is consistently carried out by lexical selection 

characterised by the uncommon relationships between words - the praised one 

and a useless cow. In the following lines, the extension of the immediate concept 

is again caused by unusual lexical selection. 

NTWA YA SEQIT1 (Mangoaele 1945 51) 

9. Ana yo gels kgongwene ho tat 

/0. A re Minole e ma nehe kgongwena e Is nngwe, 

IL A ilo iihute ho Gloss . 

He went to ask for a small cow from "Mrnoia 

He said Mmota should give him one small cow 

II. For him to learn to herd the cows 

The lines above highlight the traditional belief that a chief should not be a beggar 

and should not be enslaved, working for strangers. In traditional Basotho culture, 

there are no beggars. 
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Moshweshwe was the founder of the Basotho nation. He was born in about 

1786 during the era of Mohlomi, at Mankwaneng in the northern part of present 

day Lesotho. He was the firs+ son of Mokhachane, a minor chief of the Mokotedi 

branch of the Kwena clan (Gill 1993:63). The traditional belief that a son should 

follow in his father's footsteps is foregrounded in the following lines: 

MaCHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 5) 

*wane MmaMokhachene, Thereto 

I. The child of MmeMokhechene, Thesele 

The reference to Moshweshwe as son of Mmamokhachane instead of 

Ramokhachane, is an attempt at de-automatisation, which evokes an aesthetic 

feeling due to +he implied poetic meaning, which compares Moshweshwe as 

founder of the nation to a woman who bears children. 

Totemism amongst the Basotho led to the traditional belief that these belonging 

to a particular clan possess some characteristics of the animals named after them, 

for instance. 

Ba+aung - the lion people who are brave, 

Beloung - the elephant people who are strong, 

Bakubung - the hippopotamus people who are patient, 

Bakwena - the crocodile people who are impenetrable. 

Moshweshwe belonged +othe Bakwena clan. The praiser imparted this important 

information in order to elicit respect from his audience. By alluding to 

Moshweshwe, as belonging to the Bakwena clan, the poet is purposefully 

emphasising Moshweshwe's prowess as a brave warrior to his audience. The 

personality of the hero is expressed as: 
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MOCHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 6) 

3. Thkgomo di kene ke yens, di a ile. 

3. The cows are brought by him, when others are gone 

Here Moshweshwe is portrayed as a kind-hearted and generous person as well as 

a brave warrior who captured huge heads of cattle. The traditional belief that a 

chief is the provider of the nation is accentuated. 

The reference -to Makwanyane in line 44 alludes to +he traditional belief that 

"motho ke motho ka batho" (A person is person through other people). I+ further 

enhances ubun+u (humanity) which was of primary moral value amongst Africans. 

Moshweshwe was also assisted by others to gain fame. Makwanyane was his 

peer who was loyal to Moshweshwe during Moshweshwe's reign. 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 6) 

44 Le Mekwanyene ma-beselerole, 

44. And Makwanyane the Fire-maker 

If is clear from the discussion so far that allusion is an efficient poetic tool used 

by the praisers to recall certain events or to refer to specific beliefs. In these 

contexts allusion are marked by de-automatised language usage, which causes an 

extended perception with aesthetic undertones. The literariness of clithoko is 

created to a great extend by means of a selective use of allusion. 
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33 METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE AND DE-ALITOMISATION AS AN 

EFFICIENT TOOL FOR DEFAMILIARISED LANGUAGE. 

In traditional contexts, animals symbolise specific qualities or values. The praiser 

often highlights these qualities in a defamiliarised way. According to the Russian 

Formalists, when applied, imagery is an imporiarit vehicle causing an estrangement 

of ordinary communicative language. 

In traditional difhoko, metaphorical language is used extensively. This may 

emanate from the fact that in the past the Basotho people appreciated and 

keenly observed the behaviour of animals. The brutality by which the predators 

kill their prey, for instance, fascinated the people and they subconsciously desired 

to possess such abilities for their own struggles on the battlefield. Traditionally the 

metaphor is loosely defined as an implied comparison. Two objects or aspects are 

compared with each other in their totality. One may thus represent the other to 

evoke a deeper or underlying meaning. In traditional poetry, the praised one is 

often compared to ferocious animals. The mere reference to a specific animal 

activates a secondary or collateral meaning concealed in a historical tradifiOn of 

verbal art (Pretorius 1989: 32). 

In the following paragraphs, +hese underlying or concealed meanings, activated by 

references or comparisons to animals, are revealed: 

N+wa ya lithunya (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

Kwena ya sheba ka harts bochba. 

The crocodile looked in +he middle of the fountain. 
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The warrior is metaphorically compared to kwena (crocodile) because of +he 

agility and endurance of both. Also: 

Naha e niso, kgenyepe ea Morena 

The snake which is black, the python of the Chief 

The writhing movement of the snake is metaphorically compared to the ability of 

the warrior to penetrate the ranks of +he enemy on the battlefield. 

Tshukudu ye Runiclo and Meghenerhe 

Rhinoceros of Ran-bolo and Maghanghe 

By metaphorically referring to a hero as Tshukudu (rhino), the praise poet is 

associating the hero with the strength and tenacity of a rhino. Strength and 

tenacity are attributes necessary for victory on the battlefield. 

NTSOKOANE RATEFANE (Mangoaela 1945 95) 

Were e Woe neka le Ihu/ame 

The buffalo strikes with the horn that is facing downwards 

The ability of the buffalo to fight with the horn facing downwards implies that a 

hero should possess extraordinary skills in order to be victorious on the 

battlefield. 

PHOSHLI MOIGIACHANE (Mangoaela 1945 10) 

Moen'a Morena Moshoeshoe 
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Re befse pela ise keine lelsabeng, 

°petale bolds bo-Manganane. 

We hit rock-rabbits and they ran for safety 

Rock rabbits we mean Manganane and company. 

Cowards are metaphorically called rock-rabbits because rock-rabbits are small 

animals, which are constantly on the run. The people of Manganane are 

metaphorically called rock-rabbits. They are defenceless. 

TIHELA YA BOROLONG (Mangoaela 1945 55) 

Ke/efsa/e/eta/a/ea we/a 

Lefsa le kite la clihela Mangano (be Moroka) 

Le dihela belly ba le lekgolo 

It is a green antelope That fell 

The antelope once +brew Mangana (of the Moroka people) 

If threw hundred people 

To be cunning is an essential, attribute during war, as it helps the hero to defeat 

the enemy. The praise poet metaphorically refers to those warriors as antelopes. 

Antelopes are always on the run as if they are being hunted. Other animals often 

run along with them without any reason, unaware of danger, and suddenly all will 

fall into the pit because they followed the antelope. Ultimately these animals will 

die in great numbers. 

3.4 FOREGROUNDING OF SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE 

According to Pretorius (1989:45), a symbol is a word with a literal or concrete 

meaning representing a figurative or abstract meaning at the same time. 
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Symbolic language is an important poetic technique found in Mangoaela's praise 

poems, which effectively contributes to the estrangement of standard or 

automatised language. 

All the extracts quoted below are from Mangoaela's Dithoko +sa Marena a 

Basotho (1920. 

LETSIE 1 (P. 35) 

N+wa Ise Bakhcrthu, Barolong, Matebele le Beflokwa 

Barn be molbo, be sly° &coke/8, 

DikeIonia be di sly:, morao 

(Bushmen run away, and left tortoises 

Tortoises They left behind) 

A tortoise in Basotho culture is traditionally associated with reluctance. The 

underlying symbolic meaning entailed in the above example is that cowards are 

reluctant to fight. During the war, they cringe like tortoises. 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

Mmopi wa se+Jhaba sa Basotho 

Ke emere, ke a kena Hung kg 77heAubele 

I am pregnant, I am going to deliver in March 

The verb stem emere (to be pregnant) is a derogatory form when used for 

pregnant women, as it is rather associated with animals. The acceptable reference 

should have been ho ba mmeleng (to be pregnant.) ... kena +lung... (to enter the 
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house) which imply the meaning of giving birth. The symbolic meaning expressed 

by the pregnancy above is that warriors are preparing to engage in a war soon, 

like a woman who is about to give birth. 

TSOWANE, MORENA WA MAPHLITHING (Mangoaela 1945 33) 

Prise mokopu, more Mohlace& ha e feklehve 

(The pot of pumpkin, the son of Mohlaodi, is not changed) 

Proverbs in Basotho culture usually entail a figurative meaning. The literal 

meaning of the lines above convey the idea that, if one changes the pot of 

pumpkin it does not cook well. The symbolic meaning is that patience is an 

imperative attribute on the battlefield. Those with patience will eventually win, 

even if the odds are stacked heavily against +hem. 

MOPELI MOKHACHANE (Mangoaela 1945 20) 

(N-lwa ya Ballokoa) 

Makwala a reolwe, a se Scale 

A ya &wale a many maperepere 

A senya naha ka bolokwe, mapsheha 

Cowards should be castrated in order not to give birth 

Children born from them will be hopeless 

They will destroy the land with dung, faeces 

In the above example, cowards are metaphorically called mapsheha (faeces) who 

should not be allowed to give birth. The symbolic meaning of mapsheha entails 

the deprivation of normal sexual relations and progency. 
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MOKHANANE (Mangoaela 1945: 0 

0 rilloheise Is ma a Moho 

He left me with blood on the head 

Traditionally when a person is hit on the head, he must be shaved in order for the 

wound to heal. To leave such a person covered with blood on the head is a sign 

of wishing him dead. Blood symbolises pain. The intensity of the war as well as 

painful and traumatic experiences are symbolised, causing an extension of 

immediate perception. 

MOLETSANE (Mangoaela 1945: 3) 

Atka 0 hams& serathe seihole 

Take, so That you milk the heel cow 

In Basotho culture, the youngest wife in the polygamous marriage is called 

sere+he (heel) because of being young, beautiful and productive. The youngest 

wife is the apple of the husband's eye. Sere+he (heel) symbolises the last as 

sere+he, literally meaning the back par+ of the foot which should always be kept 

clean to draw the a-Hen/ion of any follower. Defamiliarising of normal language is 

used in this context to motivate the hero. 

RATSEBE WA MAPI-ILITHING (Mangoaela 1945 4.) 

E ishwans ens le e hams lobes's, 

Na e hangwa mad be 4 bolas 

This black one should be milked for milk 

If you milk it blood, they will be killed. 
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Under normal circumstances, a cow is milked to produce milk but the warning: "Ha 

e hangwa madi, ba Ala bolawa" results in a different interpretation by the listener. 

As already indicated blood symbolises pain that intensifies the suggested actions 

implied that it is not associated with normal, peaceful actions in these 

circumstances. 

MOKHACHANE (Mangoaela 1945 I) 

Ya na re mob's ke qalang ho /siva lahhgeng 

The day when I come out of The grave 

Normally it is not expected from people to emerge from +heir graves but the 

symbolic meaning of the given example conveys the idea of victory. The grave in 

this context symbolises the last destination of a human being. The norm al 

meaning of +he word 'grave' is therefore de-automatised to extend the immediate 

perception in creating literariness. To win a war is tantamount to emerging from 

the grave because during war death is imminent. 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945  
Mmopi wasetjhaba sa Basotho 

Creator of the Soho nation 

Rumo la senya difeng Ise mo/ho. 

The spear destroyed the inner parts of a person 

The example given above strikingly captures the imagination of the listener. The 

praise poe+ selected the words .... senya difeng... which symbolise the brutality 
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and inhumanity of the war. This meaning is also conveyed to the audience by 

means of de-automatised language. 

TLELIMA HLALELE (P. 52) 

More e moholo we Morena HIelele 

Mokoko o moiona, o Radingwane 

0 kale ke Mahe !se pact ise Kholokwe, 

11/hve ye Beflokwa to ntwe ye mewls 

The war of the Baflokwa and of the soldiers 

The male cock of Radingwane 

It is huge like mountains, which are two of Kholokwe 

The reference to mokoko (cock) as a male is a symbol of strength and manhood. 

Only males are engaged in a war and their strength is acknowledged further in the 

second line where they are referred to as Ihebe +se pedi" (two mountains). 

Mountains in this context symbolise the gravity and enormity of-the war, which 

are foregrounded to intensity impression. 

MOHLA 140 QHALWANG SEKONYELA(P. 25) 

Made a ma/so a moihepo a hloho, a moleleng 

Ekare hop bele Ice bo-khelelse 

The blood is black that of the vein of the neck 

14 is as if the doffed blood has been scooped for me 

The reference to blood from the vein of the head as being black, symbolises the 

intensity of the war and the bleakness of the situation of those who are in the 
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crossfire. The reference nEkare ho ja bete ke bo -kbeleisen also symbolises 

helplessness during trying times, as if one's ancestors have forsaken you during 

your hour of need. Hence, the plea of hopelessness is foregrounded by means of 

defamiliarised language usage. 

Also 

Ka NMI ho ja ba mesa ngsvana ke kgasent, Nita 

I arrived when they were to declare my child isltsiedi an orphan 

In Basotho culture, a ritual called Igufsana" (orphanage) is performed when one 

or both parents are dead. This ceremony is a symbol of cleansing an orphan from 

the problems and hardships that will be encountered in future. The idea is 

foregrounded by means of an estrangement of normal language to lengthen the 

process of perception. 

35 ESTRANGEMENT OF NORMAL COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE BY 

MEANS OF DE-AUTOMATISED LEXICAL ITEMS 

In traditional poetry the language used is often not comprehended by the 

contemporary listener as in most cases an estrangement of "normal 

communicative language" such as the use of archaic words are used. Because 

traditional poems are recited in the presence of an audience and they (poems) are 

oral, it is crucial to capture the imagination of the audience, which was mainly 

achieved by the exposing of the linguistic ability and verbal creations of the 

praiser. An ability to play with words and expressions is an essential attribute of 

the traditional praiser. Imparting knowledge of animal behaviour and comparing it 

to the hero is essential for eliciting respect and admiration from the audience. To 

know animal behaviour and to convey its features to the hero is an effective tool 

to depict bravery. Heroes are compared to extraordinary animals such as 
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predators, particularly the big cats. Often only, those who did not have faint hearts 

could be associated with the behaviour of these animals. An eloquent praiser is 

the one who can strikingly compare the praised hero with the big cats. During 

various social gatherings, the praiser will illustrate and apply his knowledge of 

animal behaviour to boost a specific hero by comparing his qualities or actions to 

those of dangerous animals. Through the selection and highlighting of specific 

animal features attributed to a certain hero, the praiser aims to create an effect 

that contributes to an intensified impression. 

The following are examples of extracts from traditional poems collected by Z.D. 

Mangoaela where the estrangement of normal language is conspicuous when 

compared to normal communicative language. 

35.1 Poetic language versus normal language 

The depiction of military actions are often characterised by an estrangement of 

normal language in that the secondary collateral meaning of a word is activated to 

deviate from ordinary communication, as is illustrated by the following quotations: 

	

Poetic 
	

Normal 

Ifiva ya di+hunya (p. 70) 

	

(l ... to ba jeng ke bao 
	

ba bolayeng ke boa 

(... eat them up, there they are) 
	

(... kill them, there they are) 

Alfjeng banna 
	

Mpolayeng banna 

(Eat me men) 
	

(Kill me men) 

	

(2) Mmane e a o Alaisa 
	

Seihunya se &she dikulo 

(The lightning it vomits it) 
	

(The gun is firing bullets) 



Whys ye di+hunye (p.72) 

Jwale ma-gala-n/wa a phulhile 

dinala 

(Now the starters of war have 

folded nails) 

N+Wa ye diffiunya (p.73) 

nadi ya oila //hare e se boela 

(The lightning then struck the 

bush repeatedly) 

N+wa ye ch./Fit/nye (p.72) 

T/hware mpa e masoba Ice masapo 

(Python the stomach is full of holes 

it is bones) 

Ledingwene Makthe Kele (p. 84) 

Nivea ye DI-Ihunya (p. 74) 

A hlaha ba habo ba se ba dikeise 

(He the appeared when his folk 

have set) 

Jwale ba qadileng rilwa ba phufile 

malsoho 

(Now, those who have started the war 

folded their arms) 

Seihunya se ihunya morung kgafeisa 

(The gun shot in the bush repeatedly) 

Bailie ba ihuniswe ka bongala ba 

shwele (People are shot in large 

numbers and are dead) 

A ehla ba habo ba se ba shwele 

(He arrived when his folk were dead) 
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In example (I) above the verb stem -ja (eat) is used to express the idea of killing 

(-bolaya) Except for an extension of conceptualisation the verb stem Ja 

contributes to an intensified meaning as well as to a more fluent rhythmic paitern 

as is illustrated below: 
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Le ba je:ng / Ice bato // 

In example (2) the enemy's weapon (gun) is metaphorically referred to as mmane 

(a flash of lightning), which "vomits" (-bleissa) bullets (dikulo). 

The lines in (2) above represent an uncommon semantic relationship of lexical 

items such as mmane and -Heise, which are used in a unique way in this poetic 

context. 

In example (3), the compound word ma-gala -nhva is a new "poetic" creation by 

the praiser that is not found in normal language and refers to +he people who 

originally started the war. The word dinsila (claws/nails) metaphorically refers to 

arms, which associates human actions with those of a vulture resulting in a 

specific colourafion of the word as well as a shill in meaning. 

No+ only is a violation of normal semantic relationships found in example (4), but 

also a deviation of standard grammatical structures. Compare: 

Mpa ya Tlhware e masoba (normal possessive word group structure) 

With 

Tlhware mpa e masoba (change of normal word order and omission of possessive 

particle ye) 

In example (5), the verb stem -diketse (set) is used instead of -shwele (died). 

The first example is used in normal language exclusively for describing the state of 

the sun (le+ssaso. The concept has been transferred from the sphere of its usual 

perception to that of a new perception that results in a particular semantic shift, 

causing an extension of an immediate conceptualisation expressing an intensified 

meaning. 



352 Loan-words as a vehicle +o de-aufornErlise: 

The usage of loan -words is a very popular technique used by praisers to create 

effects such as astonishment, mockery, humour or ligh+heartedness. In all 

instances, foreign words have been adapted +o the phonological system of gotho 

and in various cases the new creation contributed to an enrichment of the lexicon. 

The experimenting with new word structures often fascinated -the audience to 

such an extent that they express their appreciation verbally. 

NTWA YA SEQITI (Mangoaela 1945 57) 

Novena monna wa Maanya helepse 

Yelepa se/among ha Ratnana 

The child of the man of Maanya help 

Help at the cliff at Rafaqane's place 

In the quotation above, the verb stem -helepa is a derivation froM the Afrikaans 

verb help, which in this context mocks those Basotho people who alWays look to 

whites for help. By using the foreign word instead of the normal automatised 

word, ho +husa, the praiser evokes concealed meanings in this specific socio-

historical context. 

TINELA YA BAROLONG (Mangoaela 1945 22) 

Ha hicks le Ito /sobs °pa a rule 

It failed even for one to wake up alive 
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The word ope, a Tswana word meaning someone in this context is foregrounded 

to avoid, the automatised Soho form ofe. The occurrence of this word 

contributes to some form of aesthetic language and connotative density. 

NTABANYANE WA BAPHUTI (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

Ye rale /a preen? 

I+ liked to speak 

The verb prat (to speak) in Afrikaans has been adapted in the following line to 

allude to the general conception amongst the Basotho people that white people 

are very talkative. An estrangement of the normal form ho bua (to talk) mocks 

this habit of the white people. 

MOLOMO MONALE. (P. 62) 

Morena ke sefoie ks !coved ens, 

(The chief is a fool during this month) 

The word 'sei-thes  (the fool) in the following line is derived from the Zulu word 

isithu+he (a fool). The Sesotho equivalents for this concept isi+huThe (a fool) are 

se+ho+o, sephoqo and setleela (a fool). The praise poet is calculative in 

deciding to use the foreign word to conceal to an extent the actual meaning. It is 

traditionally not acceptable to say a king is a fool and it would not go down well 

with the praiser's audience, hence the vse of the word sehyle (a fool). 
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LETS1KA MATELA (Mangoaela 1945 149) 

Nhve ye seqiii 

0 nanke dikgomo Manyenetsi 

Ise Maburu Is Malebele, 

Toromakera hammoho LeisIce. 

lie captured The cows of Manyanyefsi, 

Those of the Boers and Mafebele, 

Mixed-up together with Lefsika 

A sense of mockery is brought about by the phonological adaptation of the 

Afrikaans word "deurmekaar" (muddled) to +oromalcare. The foregrounding of this 

word in the quotation below also contributes to the extension of immediate 

perception. The praiser interprets capturing cows from the Boers and Matebeles 

to be a concoction, hence the deliberate use of the loan-word. 

SELEBALO MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 65) 

E hlehla e honyella Malang 

It retreated and went inside Moteng 

The praise poet has used the Zulu verb stem hlehla (retreat) in the following 

example instead of the Seso+ho equivalent the+jha (retreat). The Zulu people 

who at that stage dominated most of the black people because of +heir 

exceptional military strength, created many words to convey certain military 

concepts. To exploit this vocabulary treasure was an opportunity used by the 

praiser: " The foregrounding of the stem -hlehle has been preferred instead of 

using the automised form theljha. Deliberate use is made of this word in order 

to capture the imagination of the audience and to demand their attention. The 
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use of other languages enhances the respect and admiration of his audience, for 

the praiser. 

gELEBALO MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 65) 

E sale ho dulelwe meheigi 

For long they waited in big houses 

In the following line, the adaptation of the Afrikaans word 'huffs" expresses +he 

meaning of 'extraordinary' or 'largeness'. This word has been used instead of the 

automatised Sesotho word n+lo for emphasis. 

The fact that de-automatised language was used by diroki (poets) without having 

formal education• is indicative of their inherent linguistic potentioal. The violation 

of normal language is the poems has enhanced the arlfulness. The application of 

literariness in mangoaela's poems have accentuated the richness of the Sesotho 

language and the inherent ability of dirold to bring this aspect to the fore. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

The analysis and interpretation of traditional Basotho dithoko within the framework 

of the Russian Formalism literary theory have indisputably proved That +his genre 

should be regarded as one of the highest literary aesthetic creations in the 

Sesotho literary treasury. 

The native sensitivity for literariness' by some illiterate praisers as well as their 

ability to exploit various semantic aspects of words and other poetic devices are 

very conspicuous. 

The Russian Formalists .  theory seems to be an effective tool to unravel the poetic 

nature of eighoko of which the so-called resurrection of the word forms an integral 

component. 

The study has revealed that traditional praisers often use defamiliarised language, 

which captures the attention of the audience through a process of extended 

conceptualisation. The ideas foregrounded by the artist are often concealed by 

means of de-automatised language, which prevents immediate perception. 

The introduction of poetic devices such as allusion, name-giving formulas, imagery 

and rhythm, enhance the immediate experience of an object or a word with the 
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aim to destroy the tendency towards habituation. If serves to lengthen and 

intensify the process of perception. 

Traditional beliefs are also alluded to by means of estranged language, which can 

be regarded as organised violence committed on ordinary speech. The 

highlighting of these beliefs contribute to literariness caused by the activation of 

secondary or collateral meanings. 

Imagery such as metaphor and symbols are also important tools that the praiser 

frequently uses to defamiliarise normal speech. Animals or birds are important 

vehicles used by the praiser in his metaphorical descriptions or symbolic language 

depictions that cause the extension of conceptualisation in the creation of 

literariness. 

Poetic diction forms an important basic component of traditional poems and it is 

an important fool used by the praiser to expose his language ability and creative 

verbal efficiencies to the audience. Poetic creations by means of compound or 

loan-words are also an effective way to achieve an estrangement of normal 

communicative language. 
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APPENDIX 

LEROTHODI (Mangoaela 1945 : 66) 

Niwa ya 

I. 	More Masu+u+sane a Mokhachane. 

Tholo ha a hlabane, wa su+u+swa. 

0 qhoba n+wa ka mangole, 

Lekena la Ranneko wa Bakwena, 

Tshwara +Liebe, e +iye wa Resonate, 

Wa bona faishe leno le a ya. 

Tea +ladi monna wa Ramakhobalo, 

0 e +eye, o e leafse bohale 

A le +loheng ba+ho ba Majoro 

Le +la& e sa +swa o fla batho 

Lehohore+se le +samaile moo, 

La hohore+sa dipheo, la +jhesa. 

Tladi +sa benya mello ya banana, 

Ya sale eka di behe+se +habeng, _ 

Ho ngwe+si ya marena, ngwe+si ya ba+ho kaofela, 

Lekena la Rasenafe. 

Mokholokho+he wa marumo, 

Wa marumo, Lekena, mora Thesele; 

Mopaki wa di+aba, mosokolli wa Khodu 

A sokolla di+aba +se illata 

Ke bo-Borgne ho ililwe ka lekwebe, 
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Ba The ka lekwebe ho Ramohato. 

Sefako sa dinehella se ma-Ha; 

Tladi ha benya, mello ya bonahala. 

Tholo e fa+a. E ya +jhora 

E +jhora lenaka poho ya Pee+e: 

Ha e na dinaka, e +hula ka pha+la: 

Na e re e ka be+ana le ya Thesele, 

E hula joko kamehla, molala o kgethe+se 

Molala o kqa+he+s ke diforaga 

Ka ba ha N+shohi, ka ba ha Matabohe, 

Ha lea ka la u+lwa ha ho teterna, 

Fahhe le le moreketla, le +e+ema, 

Ramakholo o se he a le u+Iwile 

Rata le Ila le bapile le +haba 

Ba re nyafa, o ba rialo 

Ra leishabisa wa Kgodu, mora mo-tho, 

Ba +swe ba hlola ba re senye+sa peo 

Ba senya peo ya rona masimong 

Tholo, lekgarieisa la Moshweshwe 

Lekgarie+sa la pelo ya Pee+e le Mokhachane, 

Mohlankana wa Modimo, 

Modimo o mo dumele+se ho Iwana 

0 re +jhaba sona ha sea dula feela 

Se du+se le poho e nhe e kweba: 

A re a kweba, di+jhaba ra pholoha 

A kweba, ka 

Ho phele Bakone, ho phele Baso+ho, 

Ho phele le ba ha Kwelelal 

Le lona ba Alebane le tang; 
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Ease re +la le fihlile 

Re bone ka Ramosweu ho kgathaisa 

Ramosweu o ba+la sethaba-Thaba 

Ho n+shi+swe kgomo, ha di a lekana, 

Le kgomo +seo di bile +sa qabanya: 

Kgomo di ka qabanya bana ba kwano, 

Kgomo di qabanye +au ya Makesi a Makgwarane, 

Tsa mo qabanya le ngwana rangwanae. 

Mokholokho+he wa marumo, Lekena, 

Mora Thesele, mopaki wa di+aba 

Mosokolli wa khodu le Moshweshwe 

Tholo, o bue le Borane han+le, 

0 mo +sebise di+aba +sa leaho, 

0 re: "Kwano ha Mmadibe ho +swa re a +swa." 

E nisho, e +ala poho ya Pee+e, 

Mororo wa yona o kena pelong 

Kwena, lehwere la ha bo-Tladinyane, 

La ma-Ramo+lwang, lehwere, 

Tholo e fa+a seolo, e ya +jhora, 

Ya ha Borane le yona e ya fafa. 

71.. 	Na e re e ka beiana le ya Thesele? 

Ke re ya ha Borane molala o kge+he+se, 

Molala o kgathe+se ke diforaga? 

Tholo: n+wa o elwa se-thukudu; 

Ke lekgala, o bidie+sa n+sele: 

0 re Moshweshwe a se +heohe se+hala, a dole 

Na ho hlo+swe maqhawe, bo-Pepenare, 

Balwani ba Iwanang dikepeng. 

Moshanyana wa phallela-hohle, 
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Phallela ha Mopedi, Mabolela 

Mohla ho +jheswang ha bo-N+subise. 

Sefako sa dinehella se ma+la; 

Re i+se ka re re a se hwella sefako, 

Sa hoba, sa nka mebu ya masimo! 

Bo-Kofa, bo mora Marebele, 

Bo-kea +seba ba heso ra ba hloka. 

Jwale dingaka ke Tholo le Ramahlolela; 

Re se +hibile, sa +lohela Moshweshwe 

Tladi ha benya, ha +swalla +habeng 

Ho ngweisi ya ba+ho kaofela, Lekena. 

Ke ya neng a bewe ke khodu le coping, 

Ba re: "Mohoma ona e ka no+o, Moshweshwe, 

Ha o na 	leha le erne" 

Dilaodi le diphofi di bole+se, 

Di re na kwena e hlapa madiba e ya kae? 

0 na +shale ke pelo ho mo +lala, 

Tsa re di le Mo+a+i a di +lohela, 

Tsa mo +la pele, +sa mo +la kamorao! 

Ya +Iola le legate kganyapahadi 

Ya dilepe le Difithjela, kganyapal 

Bele+oko la Mokhachane, Lekena 

Le nhe le pthisa-  Mangau +habeng 

Mangau re bolela ba ha Borane 

A be lebisa dihloho Bophirimela 

Kwana hafsi le +jhonang +eng. 

Tladi e +jhesi+se mehlaba +lase, 

Ya phophathisa dikobo, ya +pest 

E +jhesi+se mohakajane le +lake 



1-11abela ba kolo mokhosi, ba u+lwe 

Ba ha Ntshohi ka ba ha Matabone! 

III. 	Rata lona be se+se ba le utlwile, 

&Ise ha ba hlaha, ba ihooisa, 

Ba re: "Nyafa o e+se jwalo, Raletshabisa, 

Ba +swe ba biota ba re senue+sa peo.1" . 

LEROTHOD1 (Mangoaela 1921: 66) 

The war of Segiii 

I. 	The son of Masi/kJ/sane of Mokhachane 

The stupid person cannot be a victor because he pushes 

He is pushing the war by the knees, 

Lekena of Ranneko of Bakoena, 

Hold the shield firmly of Rasenate, 

You see your land is vanishing 

lit the lightning, man of Ramakhabalo 

When you hit, make if sharper 

Please go to the people of Major°, 

Even the lightning has hit the people 

The one who fakes all passed There 

It swept the wings, and it burned 

The lightning shone like the fires of the girls, 

It appeared as if they have laid eggs on the mountains 

To daughter-in-law of the king, 

Lekena of Rasenate 

The bulk of spears 
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Of the spears, Lekena, son of Thesele 

The witness of the happenings, the repents of khodu 

He repented when it was difficult 

It is Brand who come with desire +o fight 

They come with desire +0 fight Ramohato 

The hail that is strong that come after . 

The lightning struck, and +he fires were seen 

The stupid person is digging the ant-hill 

It is sharpening the horn the bull of Peefe 

If does not have horns, it strikes with its forehead 

How can it fight with Thesele 

It is always pulling the bad, the neck is tired 

The neck is tired of the loads 

By the Ntshohi, by the Matabohe 

Didn't you hear when you trembled 

The land was shaky and trembling 

Ramakholo he has already heard it 

The noise is heard near the mountain. 

They do things at the right time, they said 

Raletshabisa of Kholi the son of the person 

And they always destroy our seeds 

They destroy our seeds in the fields 

The stupid person the one who cry, Moshweshwe 

The one who cry of the head of Pee+e and Mokhachane 

The servant of God 

God has allowed him to fight 

He says the nation is not idling 

It is remaining with a bull that is fighting 

When he was fighting, the nation was saved 
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He fought with a lightning stick (gun) 

To live the Bakone, to live the Basotho, 

To live even those of Kwelela 

Even you of Aliwal North you are there 

When we were to say you have arrived 

We have seen by Ramosweu who pester. us 

Ramosweu wants huge donations 

Cows were given but they were not enough 

Even those cows caused conflict 

Cows they can cause conflict to people here 

The cows caused conflict to the lion of Makes' of Makgwarane 

They caused conflict between him and the child of his uncle 

Mokholokhote of the spears marumo 

Son of Thesele the witness of the happening 

The converter of Khodu and Brand properly 

Tholo, you must speak well with Brand 

Inform him about our dwelling 

You should say: Here at 'Malibe out we are going 

It is black, it is green +he bull of Peete 

Its roaring pierce the head 

The crocodile, the collector of Tladinyane 

That of Ramo+loang, the collector 

Tholo it digs the ant-hill, it becomes sharper 

That of Brand if is also digging 

Does it say that it can fight with Thesele 

I say That of Brand the neck is tired 

The neck is tired of the load 

Tholo the fight you engage in it like The rhinoceros 

He is the crab, he is imitating bad things 
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He says Moshweshwe should not descend the mountain, but stay 

When heroes such as Wepener are defeated 

The fighters who fight in the boat 

The boy rushed everywhere 

Rush to Mopedi, Mabolela 

The day when they burned at the Ntsubise's 

The snail that was unexpected was strong 

We said we are stopping it snail 

It slithers, and wash away, the fields 

Kofa, the sons of Marebele 

Our traditional doctors, we could not have 

Now the traditional doctors are Tholo and Ramahlolela 

We prevented i+ and it left Moshweshwe 

Lightning struck, 

To the daughter-in-law of all the people Lekena 

He is the one who was besitted by Khodu and Suping 

They said: the sledge is like the hammer, Moshweshwe 

It does not have even if the sun is still 

The fortune tellers and the dreamers said it 

They said the crocodile it bathes in deep places where does it go 

He crossed because of the painful heart 

They said when they were at Mote he left them 

Those of the first come, and those of the las+ come 

If jumped with the beggar the monster, 

That of dilepe and Ditjo+jela, tornado 

The bulldog of Mokhachane, Lekena 

- You -are sending the leopards around the mountains 

The leopard we mean +hose of Brand 

He showed their heads in the East 



There, where the sun sets 

The lightning has struck 

1+ shook out the clothing and burned 

It has burned plan+ and the vu Hure 

Scream for the kolo for help, for +hem to hear 

Those of NItshohi and those of Matabohe 

III. 	The screams they already heard Them 

When they appeared they were quiet 

They said: strike and do it Raleishabisa 

Because they always destroy our seeds. 

N+wa ye 	(Mangoaela 1945: 51)  

I. 	Mohale wa qhoba-sekapa, Matela, 

Qhoba sekapa, makoloi a erne, 

A sale ka +lase, ka Manyanyetsi. 

Thaka ngwana Thesele o ituletse, 

0 i-fuletse, o aide ko-fo, 

-6. 	0 qela mabele ho batho ba hae, 

- 0 qela mabele ho ba Makhunwane. 

Mohlanka e molelele wa Le-fhole, 

A nna a qela kgongwana ho Mmota, 

A re Mmota a mo nehe kgongwana e le nngwe 

II. 	A -flo 	ho alosa. 

A fumana Qoqolosi e se na +seta, 

A fihla a efsa ditselatela, 

Dikgomo le batho tsa koloka. 

83 
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The Secith war (Mangoaela 1945: 51) 

The warrior who drove the sheep, Ma+ela 

Drive the sheep, +he ox-wagons will wait 

They will remain below, at Manyanye+si . 

The peer of the child of Thesele, he is seated 

He is seated, he is eating 

He is begging for the wheat from his people 

He is begging for the wheat for +he Makhunwane 

The servant who is +all of Le+hole 

He wen+ to ask for a small cow from Mmo+a 

He said Mmo+a should give him one small cow 

For him to learn to herd the cows 

When he arrived, Qoqolosi had no roads 

He arrived and made many many roads 

The cows and people moved in rows 

LETS1E I (Mangonela 1945: 35) 

Nfwa ha Bakhothu, Barolong, Metebele le Ballokwa 

Ralero+hodi, phumedi ya Ma+sie, 

Phumedi, a ko phumele Barwanyana, 

0 phumele Barwa ba Tjhere ba kgu+le. 

Barwa ba manna, ba siya dikoko+e, 

Dikolopaia ba di siya morao 

Ralerothodi, leshodu la Ma+sie, 
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Leshodu le a u+swa, Paler°+hock 

Moroke o re a +lile a mo kona, 

A mo kona, a mo re qokocho ba+ho! 

Ba+ho ba +lile ba Mmanthatisi, 

II. 	Ba re lima a heso maishwana, 

Maqheku a ba hlobolela dikobo, 

Kgomo +sa kgu+la, baTho ra phela! 

Timo-mollo wa ba ha Mokhachane 

A nna +imela Dikonyela mollo, 

Ebile le ho o besa ha ba sa o besa, 

Ba +samaya ba ho+sa ba ya Makgoweng. 

Qeche Mokgo+hu wa bo+jha o +shepe+se, 

I-la o phe+se ho rona Dijabatho 

Mo-ja-kgomo wa Monyalo+sa, leqeba, 

Le+si a sa je kgomo +sa Basotho, 

Kgomo a e-ja +sa Ma+ebele, Le+sie: 

0 jele +sa Tjhopo le +sa Monyalo+sa, 

Tsa Mashapha di jelwe di na le thoio. 

Kgomo +sa mabele a kwano +sa +hoba, 

Tsa +hoba, +sa boela ha Mohlapiso 

Fe+ane ya ma-fe+a-merabe, 

Mafa, nka o fe+a le rangwanao: 

Le rangwanao, le rangwana bo-n+a+ao: 

Le eka-eke melamu ya rne+ona 

E +swa rengwa Masi+e, diphorohlong! 

Mokgodu+swane, mokgati+swe, 

Wa nyeka, wa phephe+sa me+se 1-11a+sing, 

Ya re Le+lala wa +shaba ho mo nyeka, 

0 +shaba ha e le lectheku, Mosiya, 
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0 +shaba ka hae dipohomela, 

Lb o +shaba sa mo+sheo wa ntlo, 

0 +shaba sa More Tihabedi, Le+uka. 

Ha e sise, ha e na mafi Ko+swana, 

E +swe e le ya ma-hlabana-diniwa: 

Ha e iswele Mmasenate lebese. 

Tibane ya fiba, mohaisa Mokhadi, 

Tiba fatshe, ba robetse baloi, 

Ho robe+se Magatela le Mmota. 

Mmamoera o -Ada phepa, Lekesi, 

Ngwale ya ha Kgodu ke kene kgorong! 

Se-ja-se-Ila sa ba ha Mokhachane, 

ge-ja-se-Ila se hlokile mofaho, 

Ba re mofaho o lekane bahale! 

LETS1E 1 (Mangoaela 1945 35) 

Wars of E3akho+hu, E3arolong, Ma+ebele and Batlokwa 

I. 	Ralero+holi, +he attacker of Ma+sie. 

The attacker, attack the bushmen_ 

Attack the bushmen of Tjhere who should then return. 

The bushmen run, they left tortoises rolling 

Tortoises, they left behind 

Raleratholi, the thief of Ma+sie 

The thief is stealing, Ralero+holi 

- Moroke when he come, he gave him nothing 

He gave him nothing, he refuse +o give 
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10. 	People come of Mmanthatisi, 

II. 	They said they are refusing to give to give even Iii-He 

The elderly threw away their blankets, 

Cows were returned, people we survived 

Extinguish the fire of the Mokhachane" 

He continued to extinguish Dikonyela's fire 

Even to make fire, they don't make it 

They are walking aimlessly to whites 

Qeche the Bushmen of the youth , is trusted 

When it has survived from us the man eaters 

The cow-eater of Monyaletsa, one who invents 

Letsie, he did not eat the cows of Basotho 

Cows he ate of the Matebele Letsie 

He ate those of Tjhopo and those of Monyalotsa 

Those of Mashapa were eaten when 

The cows who grazed the wheat here slipped away 

They slipped away they returned to Mohlapiso 

The passer of +he-passers-nation 

Mafa, take you surpass your uncle 

Your uncle, and your fathers brother 

You - hire sticks which are large 

Which were - chopped at Masi-Fe, the falls 

The lizard, the destroyer, Letsi 

You licked, and provoked the household Hlatsing 

When Le+lala feared to lick him 

He is afraid because he is the elderly Mosiya 

You are afraid of lamentations 

The cry, he is afraid of the one at the inner place inside the hut. 

He is afraid of that of the son of Tlhabedi, Lefuka 
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It does not have much milk, it does not have milk Ko+swana 

Because it is captured from wars 

It does not produce Mmasena+e milk. 

Tibane, he struck the wife of Mokgadi 

Strike the ground, they are asleep the witches 

The sleeping one's are Maqa-fela and 'Mote 

'Mmamoera smears white clay, Lekesi 

The girl undergoing initiation Khodu, I should enter through the entrance 

The-eat-whilst crying of Mokhachane 

The-eat-whilst crying did not have provisioning 

They said the provision is only for the heroes 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945: 5) 

Mmopi wa seljhaba sa Basotho 

I. 	Ngwana MmaMokhachane, Thesele, 

Thesele, pharu e telele-telele, 

Kgomo di kena ka yena, di sa ile; 

Le bafho ba kene ka yona, ba sa fie 

Hlabisi ya Bakwena 

Ako hlabise nkgonwao, 

Ako hlabise Mmasetenane a ka rwale, 

A re ke mehlehlo ya dikgomo le ya bafho 

Nkefu ya mara, +hake Shakhane le Ramakwane 

<Makwanyane). 

- Matesa-lerole, la iswa ka mpa ya mohlaba wa Rafswanyane, 

Ngwana morena wa Qhwai a le bona, 

La bonwa ke Rafjotjose wa Mokheihi; 
. 	_ 
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Leru, mmamogolotsa wa dithebe, 

Nketu ha le siyo mareng wa ba+ho, 

Beng ba mara ba n+se ba Ila, ba re: 

Nketu le Ramakwane, le kae? 

Mara a ba+ho a kguitile heleng, 

A ba+la Nketu le Ramakwane. 

Moshwashwaile, kgwabana la Maphule, 

Moshwashwaile, khoabana, khoabana Maphule, 

Kgomo ya mo-tho wa Maphule ya kwana. 

Ha eso ho hole, e sa aide, 

E sa lemite le boya, kgomohadi 

Kgomohadi ya bo-Rapodile. 

Ya bo-Seienane, ya bo-Setenane. 

Lerumo la ngwana Kgwana, Thamae, 

Lerumo la senya, 

Rumo-lehare le sa +swa Mahiseng, 

Le sa tswa ha Kgwabane le Makata 

Porno la senya diteng 	mo+ho, 

La senya -ha ngwana Mphapang. 

Kgomo e +shwana ya matswai, ya matswai, Tswanyane, 

Tswanyane, +soo o +samaya, ke a +la, 

Ke a +la, ke o fihlele +seleng, ka mona ha Phokoha 

Thesele ya Ma ►ama a Mokhachane, 

Mohlakolane ke wa lehofe la dithebe, 

Le +hebe ha di a hwa mailong, 

Lekgetha wa ka ha Kadi, Lebeola 

Ya becteng Ramonaheng ditedu, 

Le ho hloma ha di eso Home, 

Di a sala di hloma maisao 
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Tshehlana mare, +haka Shakhane 

Le Makwanyane ma-besa-lerole, 

Lerole Is +swa ka mpa ya mohlaba, 

Ha Raiswanyana, 

La bonwa ke Rafjoijose a Mokhe+hi. 

Leru Mmamogolo+sa di+hebe, 

Dibeheisa Nanne le Mosala 

.Ca duma, sa ke+ella Qhwaebane, 

A sa le +lung ha mosadi wa hae, 

Na Mmadihlahleng, ha rakgadi ya mo+ho 

Se-ja-bohweng a hlobo+se, Lepoqo, 

Bohweng, ha bo Lesawana. 

Ramohafo a ka re +swe bohlasa, 

Hlaha e leba n+lo ya bo-Moha+o 

Nkemolohe, Mokhi+li wa Di+swane, 

Ke +swe ke le wa le+ladi, Ramolapa, 

Ke emere, ke ya kena +lung ka Tlhakubele. 

Thebe e lebenyane ya Ramasopha, 

Ekgaisi ya mollo, 

Ya hore Thebe e i+lhabele mokhosi, 

E hlabele Tjhopo legele a u+lwe. 

A uilwe ha mokgwenyana a pa+e+swe. 

Mokgwenyana Tjhopo legele a Awe, 

A jewa ke Tau-ishehla ya Manama. 

E be e +swa maunyeding, +hokwana, 

E na le madinyane a le mararo. 

Mohalsa Mokadi le Rarytheosi, 

Ha e sa le +au, moha+sa basadi, 

Ke le+lonkana, ke lefirdshwane la ba ha Ramallole. 
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Le jang kgomo ma+swele di matha; 

Ba+ho ke se+se ka ba hwalea feela 

Mohla niwa ya ha kobo o na re: 

"Le na be le re ha Kgodu ha ho mo+hol 

Pomo la moth() wa Kgodu le a hlaba, 

La hlaba mo4ho leo+o, a shwa ho ernal 

A tshwarella ka sefa+e Mai-lama, 

Kga+ala, +hula, Kadi Bewane, 

Thula, makwala a +shaba, 

Ba bona ha ho aparela lefifi. 

Na ena meno, +au ya Ma+lama, 

Ba+ho e se+se e ba hwalea feela 

Tjhopo e jewa ke Phiri ya Ma+lama, 

E na le madinyane a le mararo, 

Lefiri+shwane la ba Rama+lole. 

0 re ka thiba ka leoka monyako, 

A sirele+sa ka +hari ya ngwana! 

Moha+sa Mokadi nkwe ya leciheku 

Moha+sa Mokadi le Rantheosi: 

Thebe lebenyane ya Ran+heosi ;  

Thebe lebenyane ya Rarnasopha, 

Ya kgatsi ya mollo, 

Nnorobaki a koba lesela, 

Mo-ngaparela-phaiswa 

Kgwadi e kile ya rara dithakore 

E se+se ka dikileng, le+aleng 

Ya Kobo e seise difaleng, 

Kgwadi, le hoja 	ka mona+e, 

Empa o +lile ka bohloko, 
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0 +lite ka pohomela dillo, 

0 fide basadi ba itshwara dihloho 

Ba ntse ba ikakatlela melala 

Le e +hibeleng e se kene ho tsa me, 

Le ho +swala, e +swalle mohlabeng, 

E +swalle Qwading le Koro-Koro. 

Ho +sena +sa heso e flisa tlokotsi, 

E tide ka kodi, paka-mahlomola 

Na, thesele, e mong o mo siya kae? 

MOSHWESHWE (Mangoaela 1945 : 5) 

The founder of The basotho nation 

The child of IMmaMokhaechane, Thesele, 

Thesele, the one who jumps furthest 

_ 3. 	The cows are brought by him, when others are gone 

And people enter by you when they are gone 

The slaughter of Bakwena 

Please slaughter for your grandmother 

Please slaughter for Mmasetenane so that she also carries 

She said i+ is the fats of cows and people 

Nke+u the peer of Shakhane and Pamakoane 

Makwanyane 

The fire maker of dust, it comes out through the stomach of Ratshwanyane 

The child of the king of Qhwai was bewildered. 

_ It was seen by Ratiotjose of Makhe+hi 

The lightning, the cleaner of the shields 
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Nketu when he is not +here amongst warriors 

The owners of the warriors are crying, and they say 

Nketu and Ramakwane, where are you? 

The warriors of the people returned on +heir way 

They wan+ Nketu and Ramakwane 

Moshwashwaile the pride of Maphule . 

Moshwashwaile, the pride of the pride of Maphule 

The cow of the person Maphule of faraway 

At my place is far, if is lean 

It has grown to the east the big cow 

The big cow of the Setanane 

That of Setenane and of Rapodile 

The spear of the child of Kgwana, Thamae 

The spear caused damage 

The spear-razor which comes from Mahiseng 

It comes from Kgwabane and Makata 

The spear destroyed the insides of the people 

It destroyed +hose of the child of Mphapang 

The black cow, of the sal+, sal+, Tswanyane 

Tswanyane please go I am coming 

I am coming, I should meet you on the way, here a-f Phoko+sa 

Thesele of Matlama of Mokhachane 

The destroyer is the one of the shields 

Even the shields were not taken out of huts 

You choose that of the Kali, the shaver 

He shaved Ramonaheng's beard, 

Even before they were grown 

They will star* growing the following year 

Tshehlana , the peer of Shakhane 
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And Makwanyane, +he fire-maker of the dust 

The dust come out of the stomach at the latrine 

At Ra+swanyana 

It was seen by RaTose of Mokhe+hi. 

The lightning the cleaner of the shields 

The keeper of Nnane and Mosala 

It struck it covered Qhwabane 

When he was still inside the house at his wife's 

A I Mmadihlabaneng, at the person's aunt 

The one who goes to the in-laws not properly dressed Lepoqo 

At the In-laws of Lesawana 

Ramohato must not disgrace us 

The burning grass in the veld is directed to the house of Mohafo. 

Relieve me, Mokhitli of Diiswane 

Because of I am the lightning of Ramalapa 

I am pregnant I am going to deliver in March 

The shield should face that of Ramasopha 

The shiner of the fire 

It said +ha+ +he shield should scream for help 

_63. 	It should scream for Tjhopo the left-hand, for him to hear. 

For him to hear when the son-in-law is attacked 

The son-in-law of Tjhopo being devoured by the wolf 

Being devoured by the lion of Matlama 

It +hen comes out of the joints, at the sides 

It has three siblings 

The wife of Mokali and Ranthesi 

He is no longer the lion the wife of women 

The praise name of the spotted hyena of Rama-Hole 

Which eats the cows +eats when in the run 
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People are left lying in numbers 

The day of the war of Kobo he said: 

You said at Khodu there are no people 

The spear of the person of Khodu stabs, 

It stabbed the person's foot he could not stand 

They hung on the tree the Maflama 

The ram, butt, Kali of Bewane, 

But, the cowards they are afraid 

They saw when i+ become dark 

It does not have teeth, the lion of Mallama 

People are just lying in numbers 

Tjhopo was devoured by the wolf of Ma+lama 

When it had three siblings 

The hyena of the Ramathole 

Even if you shut with the thorn the door 

You protected with cradle-skin the child 

The wife of Mokadi, the tiger which is old 

The wife of Mokadi and Rantheosi 

Shield That shines of Rantheosi 

Shield that shines of Ramasopha 

That of the flame of fire 

The waistcoat he folded the cloth 

The fighter of the grey cloth 

Khoadi i+ had entangled the sides 

Of the blanket it is left hanging 

It has remained in the gizzard, in the blanket 

Khoadi, although you have come 

But you have come with pain 

You come with lamentations. 
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You o come and women held +heir heads 

They are holding +heir necks 

You mus+ prevent i+ from entering mine 

Even to give birth, i+ must give birth at latrine. 

It must give birth at Qoaling and Koro-Koro 

To +hese of ours it brings sorrow 

It comes with pain and sorrow 

Oh, Thesele, where do you live the other. 
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